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INTRODUCTION
In 1961, Rebecca Salsbury James’s mother-in-law died, and the contents of her home
were distributed among family members. Recounting the event to her friend Georgia O’Keeffe,
James wrote that she and her husband, Bill James, “took very little” but added about herself,
“trust Rebecca to take what was beautiful with quality and simplicity.”2 Throughout her career
of some forty years, James expressed her interest in beauty, quality, and simplicity through
mediums historically used by folk artists in the United States: reverse painting on glass and the
colcha stitch, a traditional New Mexican embroidery self-couching stitch.3 As a member of
Alfred Stieglitz’s social circle in the 1920s and 1930s, James experienced firsthand the ideas and
conflicts that animated his modernist artists.4 At the same time, she was an outsider, a self-taught
artist who was never fully supported in her creative endeavors by this powerful dealer and
impresario. However, his partner, Georgia O’Keeffe, provided James with personal and
professional sustenance.5 This thesis argues that Rebecca Salsbury James’s engagement with folk

Rebecca Salsbury James letter to Georgia O’Keeffe, Taos, New Mexico, May 20, 1961, Box 196, Folder 3366,
ASA/YCAL.
2

3

Reverse painting on glass is the formal English term for the word. Mildred Lee Ward, Reverse Paintings on Glass:
The Mildred Lee Ward Collection (Lawrence, KS: Helen Foresman Spencer Museum of Art, University of Kansas,
1978) 14.; For the purpose of this thesis, the term American as it is used in this thesis refers to that relating to the
United States of America.
The term Stieglitz circle used in this thesis refers to what scholars call the “second” Stieglitz circle. This includes
the following artists: Alfred Stieglitz, Paul Strand, Georgia O’Keeffe, Marsden Hartley, John Marin, Arthur Dove
and Charles Demuth. For further reading on the first Stieglitz circle, see Sarah Greenough, ed. Modern Art in
America: Alfred Stieglitz and His New York Galleries (Boston: Bulfinch Press, 2000).
4

Art critic Roger Cardinal coined the term “Outsider Art” in 1972, meaning art created outside the confines of the
established art world. See Roger Cardinal, Outsider Art (New York: Praeger, 1972).
5

1

art contributed to the development of interwar modernism in the United States, and was not
merely a response to it.6 In what was arguably a proto-feminist sensibility in choosing her
specific mediums of reverse glass painting and colcha embroidery, James developed a personal
style inspired by the aesthetic “simplicity” of regional traditions and ways of life. The
development of her work is typical of larger modernist cross-overs between folk art forms and
high culture to the ends of creating an inherently American art: one based in a sense of place and
thus infused with an authentic, if highly personal, secular spirituality.
Rebecca Salsbury James and her twin sister, Rachel, were born on December 21, 1891, in
London, England to American parents.7 Her father, Nathan, or “Nate” Salsbury, was a founder of
Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show, and her mother, Rachel Salsbury, was an opera singer who met
Nate while touring.8 When James and Rachel were born, the European tour of the Buffalo Bill’s
Wild West Show was in full swing. Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show ran from 1883-1902, and
today is considered one of the largest spectacles or events to ever appear in the United States or
Europe. A former western scout and Buffalo Hunter, Buffalo Bill Cody was a dynamic partner
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for Salsbury, and both men became extremely wealthy from the show’s profits. Eventually,
despite the show’s success, the two men’s partnership soured due to Cody’s drinking problem
and the debate concerning who came up with the Wild West Show's original concept.9 In 1887,
the Wild West was incorporated, and the company went on a four-year European tour,
performing for Queen Victoria in London and major European hubs including Paris, Rome and
Venice. By 1892, the show became “Buffalo Bill’s Wild West and Congress of Rough Riders of
the World,” and the show returned to the United States to open with the 1893 World’s
Colombian Exposition in Chicago, which would prove to be the last major triumph for the Wild
West Show.10
Salsbury’s premature death in 1902 when Rebecca was only eleven, galvanized a lifelong
infatuation with her father’s myth and legacy. Throughout her entire life including two
marriages, James never forsook her maiden name of Salsbury. She worked to preserve and
cherish her father’s memory more than any of her siblings. As a young woman, she visited
Buffalo Bill’s grave and museum and began to organize her father’s papers for a 1928 biography
of Buffalo Bill. As an adult in Taos, New Mexico in the 1930s, she embraced a new persona in
the “Wild West,” dressing the part, drinking whiskey, smoking cigarettes and playing poker.
And finally, in the later years of her life, she archived her father’s correspondence and
belongings, ensuring his memory would be preserved long after her.
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The Salsbury family moved back to the United States at the end of the tour in 1892,
residing in Manhattan’s Upper West Side and summering in Long Branch, New Jersey. 11 At age
fourteen, in 1905, James enrolled in seventh grade at New York’s Ethical Cultural School, a
progressive institution started by social-reformist and educator Felix Adler. Adler’s educational
platform embraced the concept of learning by doing and believed in “the duty of selfimprovement for the sake of the individual, the sake of the same, the sake of the nation.” 12 He
also based the arts curriculum on the doctrine of the influential artist and teacher Arthur Wesley
Dow, who also served as Georgia O’Keeffe’s instructor at Columbia University Teacher’s
College.13
In 1913, two years after graduating from the Ethical Cultural School, James entered the
school’s teacher training program to become a Kindergarten instructor. Although she graduated
as valedictorian in 1915, James resigned from teaching in 1917 to enroll in secretarial school.
Shortly afterward, she began work as a private medical secretary. A few years later, James met
Paul Strand, with whom she started a relationship in the winter of 1919-20 and married in 1922
(Figure 1). As Ethical Cultural School classmates, the two likely knew each other before their
courtship.14 A member of the photographer and dealer Alfred Stieglitz’s circle of modernists,
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Strand introduced James to the New York art world.15 As a result, she spent the 1920s forming
friendships with notable artists such as Alfred Stieglitz, Georgia O’Keeffe, and Marsden Hartley,
as evidenced by copious correspondence. Attending exhibitions at Stieglitz’s galleries—the
Anderson Galleries, The Intimate Gallery, and An American Place—James sometimes provided
financial backing for these shows and purchased works from her peers for her and Strand’s
private collection.16
In 1920, James visited her father’s ranch in Montana, where Nate Salsbury allegedly
thought of the Wild West Show idea.17 She wrote to Strand that the summer was “glorious—
perfect.”18 She broadened her travels in the 1920s to include summers with Alfred Stieglitz and
Georgia O’Keeffe in Lake George, New York, and later with Gaston and Isabel Lachaise in
Georgetown, Maine. She also made many trips west and documented her fondness for the area.
In July 1926, James and Strand went to Denver and Estes Park, Colorado, and Santa Fe and
Taos, New Mexico. James returned to Taos again with Georgia O’Keeffe from May to July
1929, where they stayed with arts patron Mabel Dodge Luhan. The trip transformed her artistic
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career and led to her eventual move to the area. James returned to Taos with Strand two times in
July-September 1930 and June-October 1931. In February-April 1932, she returned, tellingly,
without her spouse.
During the previous decade, James had been finding herself. Her letters express a lack of
confidence, frustration with her life in the city, and boredom with her daily routine as a medical
secretary. James also debated whether she and Strand should have children, although she
officially declared she had “missed the moment” in 1927, at age 36.19 Perhaps to combat this
feeling of unfulfillment, in 1920, she began practicing art and experimented with oil painting,
watercolor, charcoal, pastel, and photography. She also wrote poems and modeled for Stieglitz
and Strand (Figures 2, 3). Nevertheless, her feelings of inadequacy persisted in comparison to
her peers. James lamented to Paul, “I am the only one who seems to create nothing. I am always
conscious of it and regret it.”20
James received her first official recognition in the fall of 1928 when she exhibited a
selection of pastel drawings of fruit in two group exhibitions in New York: The Opportunity
Gallery, a non-profit space for emerging artists, from November 15-December 12, and at Felix’s
restaurant at 454 West 44th Street from December 24, 1928-January 24, 1929.21 Even though it is
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unknown how many works and the images she exhibited, critics observed “rather individual fruit
decorations done in pastels” and stated, “Rebecca Salsbury’s work makes one want to see
more.”22 Another critic described her pastel, Autumn, as “a flower painting of bold and
decorative rhythms.”23
James began to experiment with reverse painting on glass sometime in the winter of
1928-29. While the exact timing of her adoption of this new medium is unknown, a January 1929
letter from Marden Hartley discusses James’s endeavors in the medium for the first time.24 She
continued experimenting with glass and pastels during her 1929 summer in Taos with Georgia
O’Keeffe, completing three new reverse paintings on glass by January of the following year.
James’s subsequent summers in Taos were productive, as she finished ten reverse paintings on
glass in 1930 and fifteen more in 1931.25 These earliest dated subjects are predominately still life
paintings of flowers and religious figures known as santos, typical of the Spanish Southwest.
(Figures 4, 7-11, 42-44).
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In 1932, James exhibited a selection of her glass paintings in a joint exhibition with
Strand at Alfred Stieglitz’s gallery, An American Place. Titled Paul Strand, New Photographs,
Rebecca S. Strand, Paintings on Glass, the show was the pinnacle of her involvement with the
Stieglitz circle, running from April 11-May 9, 1932. While there was no print catalogue for the
exhibition, four of her paintings are known today from a review by New York art critic Elizabeth
McCausland in the Springfield Sunday Union and Republican. These are Santo: New Mexico,
Horse in the Night: New Mexico, Devout Woman—New Mexico, and White Vase and Lily—New
England (Figure 4). While McCausland devoted much of her print space to Strand’s
photographs, she observed that James’s works have “a beautiful clean color, a suave sense of
finish in the completed painting, strong definition in its detail.”26 By 1932, James had forsaken
the idea of formal art lessons, although she had toyed with the concept in the 1920s. 27 She
identified as a self-taught artist for her entire career.
In 1932, James’s marriage was disintegrating. Having spent repeated summers in Taos,
she was becoming more invested in the southwestern town, in no small part due to her
burgeoning relationship with the rancher Bill James, whom she met sometime around 1931.28
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Following an extended stay in Mexico from February-August 1933, Strand and James filed for
divorce. Many assume it was her relationship with Bill James that prompted the split; for his
part, Strand confirmed to friends that he asked for the divorce.29 Despite their romantic
separation, the two remained close throughout the rest of their lives, as attested by their
correspondence, filled with mutual respect, support, and admiration, for over thirty years.
The artist Rebecca Salsbury James permanently moved to Taos, New Mexico, in August
1933, where she and her new partner embarked on a life of work, travel, poker playing and
drinking whiskey with friends (Figure 5). The couple married in 1937 and moved into a Spanish
Pueblo revival house, Casa Feliz. At the same time, James developed her “Wild West” persona,
dressing in pants, a black Stetson hat, and a white shirt with a cigarette dangling from her lips.
Her escapades and new look soon earned her some notoriety in Taos. (Figure 6).30 Yet she
became a prominent member of the Taos community and devoted attendee of the annual Fiesta
in the Taos Plaza, an all-inclusive spectacle featuring stagecoach rides, parades, dancing, and
lavish costumes. One year, she and her friends commemorated the grand event by painting a

Taos was one of the main reasons for her reluctance to leave and her decision to return, by herself, the following
winter.” Burke, Foursome, 225.
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mural in its honor. James also took a concerted interest in the local civic issues after Bill James
became a councilman in 1938. Her scrapbooks contain a tremendous volume of letters to the city
newspaper regarding topics of purely local interest.31 In 1953, she even published a collection of
18 biographies of locals entitled Allow Me to Present: 18 Ladies and Gentlemen and Taos, New
Mexico, 1885-1939.
James received her first one-woman shows during her early southwest years. 21
Paintings on Glass by Rebecca Salsbury Strand opened at the Denver Art Museum’s Chappell
House from December 15-31, 1933. The Museum of New Mexico, Santa Fe, mounted 31
Paintings on Glass by Rebecca Salsbury Strand, from July 16-August 17, 1934. The catalogues
included tributes from Paul Strand, Strand’s friend and author, Augustín Velasquez Chávez, and
Elizabeth McCausland. Strand extolled her artistry: “There is much room in this world for songs
as well as symphonies. There are few enough of both that have life and give life. This having and
giving exists for me in these unpretentious and lovely paintings of Rebecca Strand.”32 In
November 1936, James exhibited her work one last time with the Stieglitz circle in a group
exhibition with Charles Demuth, Arthur Dove, Marsden Hartley, John Marin, and Georgia
O’Keeffe at An American Place, where she sold one painting.33 The Colorado Springs Art Center
hosted another one-person-show in 1939, the same year she participated in a group exhibition of
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Taos artists at Texas Tech Art Institute in Lubbock. By this time, James had incorporated more
imagery related to Spanish Catholicism and Spanish southwestern folk art into her practice,
including burial grounds known as camposantos and religious symbols. (Figures 53-58).
In the late 1930s-early 1940s, the artist began studying Spanish with her neighbor,
Jesusita Perrault. During one of her lessons, Perrault showed James the traditional New Mexican
embroidery known as the colcha stitch. Describing the colcha stitch, Spanish Colonial scholar E.
Boyd notes, “The stitch used throughout was always the same, a long stitch laid close to, and
parallel to, the previous one, then caught down by small diagonal cross stitches at an angle of
about forty-five degrees to the long stitch.”34 She soon took up this embroidery medium and
became a leader in the colcha stitch revival in the Taos area (Figures 88-95, 99). James exhibited
her colcha stitches - to great success in the 1950s and early 1960s. Three exhibitions of note
include The Old Palace of the Governors of Santa Fe, 1952; The Museum of International Folk
Art, Santa Fe, 1963; and the Currier Museum in Manchester, New Hampshire, 1964. Critics such
as Ina Sizer Cassidy praised James’s colchas, deeming them “an accomplishment worthy of
note.”35
In the 1940s and 1950s, James introduced new subject matter in her reverse painting on
glass, focusing on a narrative series of walking women in the desert and southwestern landscapes
(Figures 68-75, 80-83). James showed them at the San Francisco’s Palace of the Legion of
Honor in 1950 and the Santa Barbara Museum of Art the following year. Critic Alfred
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Frankenstein applauded the time she took honing her craft and valued her status as an autodidact:
“Her individual technique and original craftsmanship is the result of twenty years of patient
development; she is self-taught. It has resulted in an artistry of such unique technical perfection,
fluid style, and wide appeal.”36 In 1954, James returned to New York for the last time for her
final show on the East Coast. The avant-garde Martha Jackson Gallery mounted Rebecca
Salsbury James: Paintings from September 9-October 9, 1954.37 She exhibited 35 reverse oil
paintings on glass, sold nine, and left ten more on consignment with the gallery.38
In the 1950s, James began to suffer rheumatoid arthritis, essentially halting her ability to
paint, though she continued to work in colchas until around 1960. In 1963, James estimated that
she had created 200 of these colcha stitches and 200 reverse paintings on glass, the latter of
which she had sold 75 all told. In 1967, Bill James died suddenly of a heart attack, leaving her in
a deep state of grief and despair. In May of 1968, the artist placed her affairs in order and gave
away all her work and personal belongings to various museums and friends. She planned to
bequest her art collection to the New Mexico Museum of Art. The distinguished group consisted
of works by both Stieglitz circle and New Mexico artists such as Georgia O’Keeffe, Marsden
Hartley, Oscar Berninghaus, Cady Wells, and Tom Benrimo. On July 8, 1968, at age seventy-
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seven, her health increasingly compromised and her artmaking finished, Rebecca Salsbury James
took her own life with sleeping pills, a somber ending to an accomplished and happy life.39
Until recently, James’s legacy has gone largely unacknowledged by scholars of
modernism in the United States. Most art historians have described her as “the friend” who
accompanied Georgia O’Keeffe during their storied trip to Taos, New Mexico, in 1929, or as the
first wife of Paul Strand. For example, the 2001 National Gallery of Art exhibition catalogue,
Modern Art and America: Alfred Stieglitz and His New York Galleries, only mentions her role as
a model for both Strand and Stieglitz.40 In the case of Wanda Corn’s larger cultural study, The
Great American Thing, the author dedicates just two footnotes to James’s work, acknowledging,
in passing, that the Stieglitz circle never granted her full access as an artist.41 The reasons for
this lack of access are informative and central to this thesis.
Only in the past twenty years have scholars considered James’s life and her art in some
depth. In 2002, Suzan Campbell published the first and only monograph on the artist, based on
her biographically driven, unpublished doctoral dissertation. Campbell explored James’s writings
and archives to provide a detailed biography, as well as a rich narrative on the life of James’s
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father, Nate Salsbury, and his Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show. Campbell makes a compelling
argument for James’s significance:
By three crucial measures, Rebecca Salsbury James achieved artistic success. First, the
scope and extent of her career matched her ambition for her work, which was to have it
seen and appreciated; she was satisfied. Second, a wide circle of museum curators, art
dealers, art critics and collectors valued, praised and promoted her art; she was gratified.
Third, a large following of family, friends and art lovers greatly admired her talent and
her dedication and empathized with her genuine love for her subjects.42
Yet, Campbell apportioned only 50 pages out of 312 to James’s life after 1933, when her artistic
production was the highest. It took over fifteen years for another scholar to examine James and
her art. In her 2018 doctoral thesis, Karli Wurzelbacher provides a context for the broader
practice of reverse painting on glass among early twentieth-century modernists in the United
States. Wurzelbacher considers that medium in the careers of four artists, dedicating a chapter to
each: Rockwell Kent, Joseph Stella, Marsden Hartley, and James. Her analysis of James’s
contribution considers only her early career before 1940. Nonetheless, this thesis is indebted to
Wurzelbacher’s examination of reverse painting on glass in the early twentieth century. She
argues that James “contributed to the development of American modernism by simultaneously
engaging the cultures of New York City, Maine, and New Mexico.”43 She notes how the artist’s
anti-naturalism—including her disregard of traditional linear perspective—emulated elements of
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the vernacular art from New England that she and her contemporaries admired.”44 James used
glass painting, she continues, “to explore overlooked aspects of the country’s historical and
contemporary vernacular and regional cultures in dialogue with the modernist art of her time.”45
This thesis builds on these categories in relationship to James’s artistic career beyond her early
reverse paintings on glass.
In 2019, Carolyn Burke published Foursome, a collective biography of Rebecca Salsbury
James, Paul Strand, Alfred Stieglitz, and Georgia O’Keeffe. Burke’s meticulous examination of
the copious correspondence between these four individuals paints a complex web of intimacy,
jealousy, romance, and rivalries among them. She affirmed James’s central role within the
Stieglitz circle: as an essential financial, administrative, and emotional supporter of the male
artists surrounding her. While the group encouraged her artistic pursuits, they only occasionally
recognized her creative contributions, leading James to find her own way after she moved to
Taos in 1933. Given how little has been written about James compared to the other three artists,
Foursome offers a substantial contribution, though mainly on the level of biography. Like
Campbell, Burke spends most of her time considering James’s life before moving to Taos in
1933. Of James’s early years, Burke convincingly argues that James and Strand modeled
themselves after Stieglitz and O’Keeffe, notably as a creative couple, wherein the female proved
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an inspirational model for the male spouse.46 Though she does delve into the personal and
professional exchanges between James and O’Keeffe, Burke does not contend that James’s body
of work was derivative of that by her more famous friend. Instead, she damns her with faint
praise: James and O’Keeffe “painted in distinctly different manners,” she writes. “Georgia’s
flowers demanded one’s attention; James’s were modest.”47
In 1991, The New Mexico Museum of Art mounted Rebecca Salsbury James: A Modern
Artist & Her Legacy, the first retrospective devoted to the artist since her death twenty years
earlier. It featured twenty-one reverse oils on glass and nine colcha stitch images alongside
James’s private collection of works by both Stieglitz circle and Taos artists bequeathed to the
museum upon her death. A small exhibition pamphlet included essays by Suzan Campbell and
former museum director Bob Ewing, who remembered James as a “vivacious and fascinating
conversationalist and a woman with great personal style.”48 William Clark wrote in his review,
“The long, deep shadows cast by those giants of Modern American art have, unfortunately,
obscured the fact that James, who spent the second half of her life in Taos and died there in
1968, was also an artist of extraordinary originality.”49 In 2010, the Harwood Museum of Art in
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Santa Fe mounted Rebecca Salsbury James: Paintings and Colchas to “examine the diversity
and skill of this relatively under-represented Taos Modern.”50 Although there was no exhibition
catalogue, reviews noted that James “was a true artistic pioneer” who “may not be as well-known
as O’Keeffe” but “was every bit as adventurous and innovative.”51 There have been no
significant exhibitions of James’s work on the East Coast since her death in 1968. As a result,
James has earned a legacy as a regional artist of the Southwest with little nationwide presence.
James gave away the bulk of her artistic production to friends and family.
Consequentially, today, most of it remains in private hands, and the few works housed in
museums are primarily in southwestern repositories. No catalogue raisonné exists, nor did she
keep any formal records of works sold or made. For a scholar trying to assess her overall career,
these lacunae present a challenge: I have relied on gathering a corpus from public institutions,
exhibition catalogues, and reviews.
Three archival repositories hold the bulk of James’s correspondence and letters: The
Beinecke Rare Books and Manuscripts Library at Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut;
The Center for Creative Photography at University of Arizona, Tucson, and the Southwest
Research Center, University of New Mexico, Taos. The Beinecke holds the Rebecca Salsbury
James Papers, which contain letters from members of the Stieglitz circle and art world, including
Georgia O’Keeffe, John Marin, Arthur Dove, Marsden Hartley, Isabel Lachaise, and art critic
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Elizabeth McCausland. Also at the Beinecke is the Alfred Stieglitz/Georgia O’Keeffe archive.
The archive holds the correspondence between James and Alfred Stieglitz in the 1920s and
between James and O’Keeffe from the 1920s-1960s. The Paul Strand Collection in the Center for
Creative Photography in Tucson houses James’s letters to Paul Strand. The correspondence
between James and Strand is voluminous. Given location and timing constraints, this thesis is
reliant on a select group of archives digitally scanned to me by the repository; I have also availed
myself of letters cited in part or whole by the above-mentioned Campbell, Burke, and
Wurzelbacher.
The Rebecca Salsbury James scrapbooks reside in The Southwest Research Center at the
University of New Mexico, Taos, and I was able to consult these. An avid scrapbooker, James’s
extensive records include photos, letters, and other memorabilia covering primarily her life in
Taos from 1933 to 1968. Most relevant for this thesis, James saved newspaper clippings and
exhibition catalogues from her artistic career of more than 40 years: these have been critical for
my analysis of her work's reception over the decades.
Central to this thesis is the definition of “folk art,” a term that has accrued many nuances
over time. This thesis argues that James was engaged with folk art when it was initially defined
in art historical studies in the early twentieth century by the scholar Holger Cahill. In 1932,
Cahill described folk art as “the expression of the common people, made by them and intended
for their use and enjoyment. It is not the expression of professional artists made for a small
cultured class, and it has little to do with the fashionable art of its period.” 52 Cahill’s definition,
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largely driven by his and his contemporaries’ search for an inherent American art and identity –
albeit one fashioned by colonial history - is still upheld mainly by scholars today. However,
more recent studies have challenged strict demarcations in the twentieth century between the
mainstream avant-garde and folk art and/or outsider art. 53 Cahill underscored that men and
women were more creative equals in the folk art realm, a historical fact that admitted
contemporary female modernists, such as James, to find common ground with its styles, subject
matter and mediums. Cahill observes, “some of the most beautiful pieces of amateur [sic] folk art
were made by women. These are the still lifes, flower pieces, and mourning pictures painted on
velvet, and delicate watercolors of birds, flowers, fruit and foliage. Women in colonial and early
American days, before they were drawn into the factory system, were skilled in the
handicrafts.”54
American folk art encompasses several regions and localities, notably objects from New
England, Pennsylvania, and the southwestern United States. As Wanda Corn writes:
The first modernist collectors described their new discoveries variously as folk, primitive,
popular, pioneer, naïve and provincial. Eventually ‘folk art’ became the preferred term
for a general category comprising different media, genres and artist types. [Charles]
Sheeler had tinsel paintings and landscapes from the Northeast, pottery and furniture
from the Pennsylvania Germans, and Shaker pieces, all of which were considered ‘folk
art’ at the time. The term also covered the New England Freake painter of around 1670,
that of the early-eighteenth-century patron limners from New York, provincial portrait
According to Richard Miller, contemporary definitions of folk art include “not only objects that are rooted in
tradition and express the values of a group or culture, but also paintings, sculpture, furniture, and other decorative
arts made by individuals for their own pleasure or by professional artists and craftsmen to earn a livelihood. Richard
Miller, “A Distinction Without a Difference: The Art of American Folk Art,” A Shared Legacy: Folk Art in
America, (Alexandria: Art Services International, 2014) 15.; Lynne Cooke et al., Outliers and American Vanguard
Art, Washington, D.C.: National Gallery of Art, 2018.
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and landscape paintings by mid-nineteenth-century itinerant artist, frakturs by the
Pennsylvania Germans, santos from the Southwest, cigar-store Indians, figureheads,
whirligigs, weather vanes, tombstone carvings, hooked rugs, needlework, mourning
pictures, and theorem paintings.55
This thesis employs the term “Spanish southwestern folk art” as a subset of the genre.56 As
Holger Cahill defined it in 1932, “There is another type of American folk art, found in the
Southwestern states, particularly in New Mexico,” which carries “a marked Spanish influence, is
largely religious in character, and is related to Mexican colonial art.”57 Covering an area
including California and New Mexico, Spanish southwestern folk art merges Mexican, Spanish,
and American Indian traditions and was seminal to James’s artistic development.58 The Spanish
Southwest era comprises three historical periods: The Spanish Colonial period leading up to
Mexican independence, 1598-1821; the Mexican Republic from 1823-1846; and 1848-1900,
following Mexico’s ceding of territories to the United States.59 Spanish missions played a pivotal
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role in developing the artistic culture of the region. While their original purposes were to convert
American Indians to Christianity and protect the borders from the surrounding British and
Russians, Spanish missions eventually became hubs of artistic enterprise.60 No artists were
academically trained—all were self-taught. The forms of Spanish southwestern folk art pertinent
to James’s work include the following: painted grave markers located in camposantos; colcha
stitches; furniture, commonly boxes and chests; santos, religious images either in wooden
sculpture (bultos) or paintings on wood (retablos); hand-forged ironwork; copper engravings;
gesso reliefs; hide painting; woven textiles; tin crafts, and pottery.61
As has been well noted, the enthusiasm for vernacular forms of visual culture coincided
with James’s generation’s desire to mine a “usable past.” The term derives from Van Wyck
Brooks’ influential essay “On Creating a Usable Past,” published in The Dial in 1918—toward
the end of World War I and America’s new relationship with Europe. Brooks influentially
argued that artists in the United States had to examine areas outside the traditional hierarchies
and history to assess the character of its present-day culture. To produce a new and creative
culture and identity, Americans had to be creative in how they looked at history, or as he
claimed: “The present is a void, and the American writer floats in that void because the past that

Categories,” Museum of Spanish Colonial Art, accessed May 13, 2020, https://www.spanishcolonial.org/artcategories.html.; For the purposes of this thesis, Spanish Southwestern Folk Art qualifies as art produced by the
indigenous Hispano and Pueblo communities in the time in which James was living in the early-to-mid twentieth
century.
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survives in the common mind of the present is a past without living value.” He continued: “But
is this the only possible past? If we need another past so badly, is it inconceivable that we might
discover one, that we might even invent one? Discover, invent a usable past we certainly can,
and that is what a vital criticism always does.”62
The modernist appropriation of folk art was a usable past “project,” a means of claiming
an ancestral heritage that was both free from European tradition and fit the nation’s international
reputation as a young nation. 63 Modernists found common ground with the straightforward,
unadorned style, visibility absent of academic training, but imbued with a sense of sincerity.
Modern artist Charles Sheeler spoke about the specific allure of folk art. He asserted that it
reveals “something of the character of the people of the time in which it was produced, and it
often has characteristics common to the most satisfying expression of any period: simplicity of
vision and directness of statement with a considerable sensitiveness and originality in the use of
the medium.”64 The latter observation suggests something of the modernist “form follows
function” adage.
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Whitney Studio Director Juliana Force, and prominent dealer Edith Halpert, reinforced
these ideas.65 As a leading figure in promoting modernism, Halpert firmly believed in the link
between modern art and folk art, selling both genres in her gallery and even calling her second
floor the American Folk Art gallery.66 Similar to European artists’ relationship with African tribal
sculpture, this appropriation of folk art was a form of modernist primitivism.67 With the biases of
his time, Cahill wrote that folk art could be coined primitive “in the sense that it is the simple,
unaffected, childlike expression of men and women who had little or no school training in art, and
who did not even know they were producing art.”68 Yet, in contrast to Europe, modernists in the
United States claimed folk art as “ours,” not an “other” and a means of forging a national identity.69
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The first tangible link between modernism in the United States and folk art occurred in
February 1924 when the Whitney Studio Club mounted Early American Art, which James had
every opportunity to see. It included forty-five examples of paintings, watercolors, velvet
paintings, reverse painting on glass, and the so-called “Cigar Store Indians,” three dimensional
carved and painted wood sculptures used to advertise tobacco shops (today perceived as
demeaning to Native Americans). Tellingly, the lenders to the show were contemporary artists
such as William and Marguerite Zorach, Bernard Karfoil, Niles Spencer, Stefan Hirsch, and
Alexander Brook. They had acquired these collectibles while visiting Hamilton Easter Field’s
summer art colony in Ogunquit, Main; the latter had decorated his compound with early
American furniture and folk art, becoming one of the first to start the collecting trend and reevaluation of such material.70
Following this exhibition, critics began to align features of folk art with modernism. Soon, an
enjoyment of objects turned into a dialogue about national character and history. Critic Henry
McBride wrote that modernists “acknowledge the little-known painters to be their greatgrandfathers and great-grandmothers and seem to relish the fact that at last they have an
ancestry.”71 As noted above, Holger Cahill played a crucial role in validating the aesthetics of folk

Artists, critics, and curators collected specifically American primitives and did not mingle them with African
works—or for that matter, with Italian or Flemish primitives. Sheeler, commissioned to photograph pieces of
African art, had plenty of opportunities to acquire tribal pieces, but he did not. Though he acquired an occasional
Etruscan vase or Breuer hair from a culture outside his own, such pieces were the exceptions that proved the rule:
his pieces were primarily of American origin.
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art through two influential exhibitions: American Primitives: An Exhibition of the Paintings of
Nineteenth Century Folk Artist held at the Newark Museum from November 4, 1930-February 1,
1931, and American Folk Art: The Art of the American Common Man in America, 1750-1900
organized by the Museum of Modern Art from November 30, 1932-January 14, 1933.
James directly encountered folk art during her trips to New England and New Mexico and,
as she adapted its means and imagery, also evoked their respective “sense of place,” another
aesthetic pursuit of the Stieglitz circle artists. According to Wanda Corn, many American
modernists formed an emotional and spiritual bond with a specific locale in order to express a
genuine sense of belonging, and hence, national identity.72 The poet William Carlos Williams, who
associated with the Stieglitz circle, wrote that artists could achieve a sense of place by embracing
“everything involved, climate, geographic position, relative size, history, other cultures.”73 Charles
Demuth turned to Lancaster, Pennsylvania; Alfred Stieglitz cottoned to Lake George, New York;
William Carlos Williams found inspiration in Paterson, New Jersey, Marsden Hartley in Maine,
and Georgia O’Keeffe in New Mexico. The name of the final iteration of Stieglitz’s gallery, An
American Place, underscored the embeddedness of their art. Writers Paul Rosenfeld and Waldo
Frank, whom James read, also fixated on this theme. The English author D.H. Lawrence similarly
argued that “all creative art must rise out of a specific soil and flicker with a spirit of place,”
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revealing that the concept of place was longstanding in the arts.74 By turning to indigenous forms
rooted in specific geographies and largely rural locales in the United States, modernists could claim
the essential “Americanness” of their creations. 75
I contextualize James’s art and career within the framework of regional modernism and its
vernacular lexicon of styles and subjects. Donna Cassidy describes regional modernism as work
rooted in “any place from Texas to Maine considered to possess authentic folk traditions, a link
with the national past, and rural communities identified with what was considered to be an
authentic America.” 76 James’s work also conforms to rural modernism, defined by Amanda
Burdan as art made “Outside the hothouse environments of New York City, Chicago, Boston, or
other urban centers.” Rural modernists were “actively creating their own version of American
modern art in the geographical and stylistic margins of interwar American painting.”77
Through her involvement in the Stieglitz circle in the 1920s, James first came to
appreciate folk art and its role in a larger mission: to create a distinctly American modern art that
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could hold its own with European art but be independent of its traditions. Since she was a skilled
typist from her profession as a medical secretary, Stieglitz often enlisted her to insert his
comments on manuscripts. Notably, she helped edit the text for Paul Rosenfeld’s Port of New
York: Essays on Fourteen American Moderns, published in 1924. In this text, Rosenfeld
discussed the beginning of a national culture seen in the works of his contemporaries, one that
gave him “the happy sense of a new spirit dawning in American life, and awakened a sense of
wealth, of confidence, and of power which was not there before.”78 Port of New York attended to
the writings of William Carlos Williams, Sherwood Anderson, Roger Sessions, Margaret
Naumburg, and Van Wyck Brooks, and the art of Arthur Dove, John Marin, Marsden Hartley,
Alfred Stieglitz, and Georgia O’Keeffe. These were the figures whose company James wanted to
keep, and to do so, she needed to change and find her life’s work.
While in Montana in 1920, James read Waldo Frank’s Our America (1919), a Stieglitz
circle manifesto. The Stieglitz circle and their literati contemporaries were, as Frank alluded,
“the first generation of Americans consciously engaged in spiritual pioneering.” Frank described
Stieglitz’s first gallery, Little Galleries of the Photo-Secession, located at 291 Fifth Avenue,
better known as “291,” with religious terminology. He declared it to be “a little altar at which
life was worshiped above the noise of a dead city.”79 After finishing the text, James wrote to
Strand that she felt Frank’s words captured “the business of being oneself.”80
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Chapter One of this thesis considers James’s turn to reverse painting on glass, her
motivations in doing so, and her earliest endeavors in the medium, namely the still life paintings
of flowers from 1929-1933 (Figures 7-11). First, I provide a brief overview of the history of
reverse painting on glass and the medium’s role in the modernist usable past project as a form of
folk art. Next, I discuss her “discovery” of the medium during multiple visits to Georgetown,
Maine, in the 1920s with Gaston and Isabel Lachaise. James’s encounter with folk art also
included tinsel painting on glass—a domestic art form historically produced by women. Her
dialogue with this tradition underscores a proto-feminist sensibility in her work, one that subtly
threads its way throughout the rest of her career. I compare James’s interests with those of fellow
modernists Marsden Hartley and Georgia O’Keeffe. Lastly, I argue that James’s proud
identification as a self-taught painter uniquely positioned her work within the Stieglitz circle.
Chapter Two explores James’s artistic production from 1930-1940, when she introduced
regional motifs and religious symbols related to folk art of the Catholic, Spanish Southwest, such
as santos, camposantos, and crosses (Figures 42-44, 53-58), even though she herself was not
devout. Here too, her appropriation of this usable past had proto-feminist motives, developed in
tandem with her search for her own artistic identity, and one that brought her back to her father’s
famous “wild west” performance—a fiction that nonetheless formed a central part of her
upbringing and thus her personal, genuine roots. James’s interpretation of these motifs
differentiated her approach from other modernists such as Cady Wells, Marsden Hartley, and
Georgia O’Keeffe (Figures 46-49), whose work more strongly imposed the signs of their
personality in execution and color. Significantly, while the works of Hartley and O’Keeffe
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represented santos as part of still life compositions, James’s portray them as figures ambiguous
in gender—a possible reference to the queer artists and writers she associated with in Taos.
James’s works from this period, which evoke the buildings and terrain of Taos within
abstracted shapes and colors, or more directly through their titles, reveal her distinctive means of
representing a sense of place (Figures 53-56). One of the most significant, Edge of the Campo
Santo (1934) (Figure 58), reveals James’s infatuation with Spanish southwestern folk art,
specifically the qualities of anonymity, mystery and modesty associated with it, as a vehicle for
individual expression. Lastly, this chapter briefly considers a series of abstract portraits executed
in reverse painting on glass of Paul Strand and Cady Wells produced in the mid-1930s (Figures
61, 62). Such works attest to James’s enduring connections to the Stieglitz circle—their hardedge, simplified modernist forms and experiments with still life as a genre, filled with human
presence, despite its focus on inanimate things.
Chapter Three focuses on the last phase of James’s career, from approximately 19401953, when she introduced two new themes in reverse painting on glass that deepened her
commitment to evoking a sense of place: southwestern landscapes and what I have termed the
“Walking Woman” paintings. In the latter, James depicts a female silhouette from behind
walking alone in a New Mexico landscape. The silhouetted woman wears a rebozo (a shawl
generally black in color and draped over the head and shoulders), thus implying the figure is
Hispana (Figures 68-75).81 These works represent a crucial development in her artistic practice:

Kirstin Erickson defines “New Mexico’s Hispanos” as the “people who identify as descendants of the region’s
original Spanish settlers.” Unless I am describing a group I know to be female, I have used either “Hispano” or
“Hispanic”—terms Erickson both uses as a gender-neutral version of the word. See Kirstin C. Erickson, “Los
81
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her first depictions of the human figure (women) and the use of narrative elements. They were a
response to Mary Austin (1868-1934), the early twentieth-century feminist, novelist, and
essayist, specifically her 1907 short story “The Walking Woman,” which recounts a story of
encountering a lone woman wandering in the desert. This chapter explores the connections
between James and Austin, whom James knew and was based in New Mexico. Austin also
championed the folk art of the Spanish Southwest and the rights of the indigenous peoples there.
James’s second series from this period—a group of southwestern landscapes—recalls both folk
art forms and Magic Realism (Figures 80-83). The reception of these works while on exhibition
at the Martha Jackson Gallery in 1954 forms the conclusion of this chapter.
Chapter Four examines James’s endeavors in the colcha stitch (Figures 88-95, 99). A
form of embroidery with wool, made in New Mexico since the early eighteenth century, it was a
regional variant of the self-couching stitch technique. Women were the traditional artisans of
colchas, which were used for bedcovers, decorative wall hangings, and to cover church altars.
This chapter underscores that James was inspired, once again, by a female-identified craft form.
Her colchas with religious symbols previously seen in her glass paintings, such as the Agnus Dei
and the white dove of the holy spirit, pay homage to Spanish southwestern folk art and the
colchas longstanding presence in churches. I argue that in organizing her exhibitions, James
deliberately paired her colcha stitches with her reverse painting on glass to emphasize how the
choice of medium determined the formal and affective qualities of imagery and composition. Her
sensitivity to making and materials attest to James’s agenda of elevating regional folk arts—and

Colcheras: Spanish Colonial Embroidery and the Inscription of Heritage in Contemporary Northern New Mexico,”
Journal of Folklore Research 51, no. 1 (January/April 2015): 1, https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.2979/jfolkrese.52.1.1.
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specifically female-gendered handiwork. In doing so, she projected a genuine sense of place,
rooted in regional customs and daily life, versus a bombastic and generic nationalism.
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CHAPTER ONE: BEAUTIFUL AND DIFFERENT: REVERSE PAINTING ON GLASS
AND THE EARLY STILL LIFES, 1929-1933
James first experimented with reverse painting on glass in the winter of 1928, producing
Song Without Words (1929) (Figure 7), a still life of a single flower in a vase. The painting
depicts a sole camelia surrounded by flowing green leaves held in a blue vase appearing to float
in an empty, lavender-grey background; a gentle cast shadow grounds the object and implies the
spatial relationship to a wall close behind it. But the artist minimizes such naturalistic details,
intent upon drawing the viewer into reverie. Rendered with precise contours and smooth, matte
application of pigment, it eschews any painterly bravura that overstates the artist’s presence or a
“signature style.” As was the artist’s want, already in these early examples, it achieves its “song”
or lyricism” through understatement and calculation—a simple and common motif, even “naïve”
to be sure, but one animated by its commanding front and center placement. A carefully
composed circular array of green leaves, their serrated edges notably visible, set off the
centerpiece, a lush and virginal white bloom. The uninflected surface of the glass support and the
glass barrier through which it is seen accentuates the surface's smoothness and the perception of
something seemingly “untouched” by a human hand, an almost miraculous presence.
As this chapter discusses, the still life became a recurring subject in James’s reverse glass
paintings, one whose resonance was built on its folk-art pedigree. Few known works from this
first season of her career are Echo of New England (c.1930), Austerity (Echo of New England) (c.
1930), Red Geranium (1931), White Rose and Vase: New England (c. 1932) and Magnolia
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(1933) (Figures 8-10, 4, 11).82 She continued to explore this theme in later decades (Figures 3340). The medium of reverse painting on glass is one with historical roots in the United States,
which modernists adopted as part of their usable past project in the 1920s. James took up the
medium following repeated visits with Gaston and Isabel Lachaise in Georgetown, Maine, in the
1920s. There she encountered nineteenth-century tinsel painting, the most prominent form of
reverse glass painting in New England and historically a female craft practice. In this period, she
developed her work in conversation with other modernists, notably Marsden Hartley, who also
worked in this medium, and Georgia O’Keeffe, who also favored floral motifs, though
predominately in oil on canvas. James operated within the New York modernist establishment
while also challenging it: her reverse glass painting combined its distinctly feminine roots with
the industrial hard-edge of 1920s Precisionism. Moreover, her deliberately feminist engagement
with folk art differentiated her work from that of her peers.
In 1954, James prepared a transcript for a radio talk she was to give in New York in
conjunction with her exhibition of reverse paintings on glass at Martha Jackson Gallery, in which
she first recounted her origin story. Without acknowledging the influence of folk art, which she
would do some years later, James implies she stumbled on the medium and its effects by chance.
I had been a medical and freelance secretary in New York for 10 years. Eventually some
long dormant protest against pounding a machine all day began to assert itself and I
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decided to try a painting. I bought a small canvas, a brush, a few basic colors and used a
piece of glass for a palette. When I went to clean the palette I happened to turn it over
before the paint had been wiped off and noticed how beautiful it looked through the glass.
I thought ‘something beautiful and different can be done with painting on glass and
someday I’ll try it.’ Finally did and since then have never changed to any other
medium.83
Disavowing any fetishizing of its folkloric tradition, James claimed that “not too much emphasis
should be put upon glass as a medium. I happen to use it just as any other artist uses canvas,
wood or board. It is a different medium to paint upon. It is as simple as that.”84 Yet, she took
pains to note the skill and fine artistry involved in working with a glass support and applying the
design layer:
The technique of painting on glass is extremely difficult. Since an easel cannot be used,
the glass must be held in one hand and the paint applied to the back of it with another.
Often images have to be reversed mentally, and in the larger paintings the glass often has
to be turned upside down to make certain areas accessible to the brush. All the areas
painted first must be bone dry before the step can be taken. Once the paint is dry there
can be no changing. There can be no slip between idea and execution.85
The pioneering scholar in reverse painting on glass, Mildred Lee Ward, has explained the
process by which an artist creates an image “so that the viewer, instead of seeing the painting on
the front of the glass, sees it through the glass.”86 After cleaning the vitreous support, the artist
applies in reverse, via freehand or pattern, the image they wish to achieve. Pigments must also be

Rebecca Salsbury James, “Notes for a Radio Broadcast about Painting on Glass, broadcast over FM station 93 as
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laid down reversely, with details and accents applied first and the background last. The practice
of “reverse painting on glass,” the formal English term for the word, has been around for
centuries, first appearing in Europe in late-thirteenth-century Italy when the technique of handblown glass developed in Venice. Using gold leaf and paint on glass backgrounds, artists created
religious scenes for use in churches.87 In the coming centuries, the art form migrated over Europe
and then to China and Japan via trade routes. By the mid-eighteenth century, artisans in Central
and Eastern Europe created personal holy icons in the medium for private prayer in
households—such objects were extremely popular (Figure 12). The production of reverse
painting on glass declined after 1850, replaced by colored prints and mezzotints, which were
both less expensive and more durable.
By the time James adopted reverse painting on glass, it had largely died out in the United
States: beginning by the early-eighteenth century with Chinese export examples and those
originating from the Alsace and the Black Forest Region. The earliest reverse painting on glass
created on American soil dates to 1787. The practice increased by the early 1800s and was at its
height for most of the nineteenth century. Self-taught artists—mainly in New England and
Pennsylvania—created reverse painting on glass for personal gratification, sharing their works
with family and friends.88 They adopted imagery found in colonial-period oil paintings and

Ibid., 14. Ward notes, “Such combinations of drawing through gold leaf and color as used in the 14 th, 15th, and
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watercolors, including early national heroes, patriotic symbols, commemorative pageantry, local
landscapes, and domestic, table still lifes (Figures 13, 14).89 Other related techniques included
decalcomania—a type of transfer painting, by which an image is painted onto one surface,
usually paper, and then imprinted by pressure and while still wet onto a receiving glass support.90
Itinerant self-taught artists also featured reverse painting on glass to be inlaid in furniture
including bookcases, cabinets, writing tables, buttons, clocks, and mirrors (Figure 16).
Tinsel paintings, in turn, were another form of reverse painting on glass, most popular in
nineteenth-century New England (Figure 15). The design layer consisted of oil paint and
fragments of colored tinsel in the form of metallic foil. Made of lead, tin, or both materials,
metallic foil in the nineteenth century was initially used for food wrappings but was eventually
sold separately by the pound by 1850. Starting in 1888, the John J. Crooke Company of New
York began to advertise variations of colored, plain and embossed tin or silver surface foil.91

the American glass paintings before 1900. Though some of these artists were exceedingly skillful, they were largely
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As Holger Cahill documented, painting comprised the largest category of American folk
art, including “a great variety of decorative paintings, paintings on velvet and glass.”92 Cahill
observed that tinsel pictures “made gay and sparkling wall decorations” and favored a simplicity
of approach: unelaborate compositions based on a single or few motifs.93 Cahill’s 1932
exhibition, American Folk Art: The Art of the Common Man in America, 1750-1900, included
seven reverse paintings on glass, two of which were tinsel variants (Figure 17). The latter’s
regional identity was confirmed in the exhibition catalogue: “Glass painting in New England was
more apt to be of a kind which combined the use of colored tinsel laid on the back of glass with
oil paint. Some very striking still lifes of fruits and of flowers were achieved in this medium.”94
If James had first intuited the possibilities of painting on glass by chance in her studio,
she soon adopted it deliberately after her encounter with folk art examples. As she stated, in
1963, “My first knowledge of paintings on glass was through decorations on New England
clocks and mirrors—and some that were part decalcomania and part paint—mostly historical

despite this danger soap, cheese, and fruit were commonly wrapped in foil. As its usage grew more widespread, foil
was made available in different sizes: in 1818 a square foot of tin foil cost six pence in England and was available in
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mirrors was also used to back tinsel pictures. In 1857 wool, tooth powder, and starch were wrapped in foil. By 1871
packs of tobacco were encased in foil. Two years later, individual sheets measuring 4 1/4 by 101/4 inches became
commercially available.”
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themes.” 95 She had seen these objects during three visits to Gaston Lachaise and his wife Isabel
in Georgetown, Maine: August 1925; August and September 1927 and July through October in
1928. The couple were avid collectors of early American folk art, and pictures taken of their
house from around the time of James’s visits show examples of tinsel painting and a reverse
painting on glass incorporated into a mirror and shelf clock (Figures 18, 19). As she wrote to
Stieglitz and O’Keeffe, “I wish you both could see the house—it is very beautiful—a real
expression of her [Isabel Lachaise’s] taste and a feeling for elegance—in its simplest, finest
sense—Both of them have given a great deal of thought and love into it.”96
James spent her Maine trips visiting antique shops with Isabel in nearby towns such as
Wiscasset, Bath, Augusta, Damariscotta, and Lewiston. In the summer of 1927, she purchased
baskets, vases, an inkwell, a kerosene lamp, fire tongs, and, most notably, a mirror with a reverse
painted panel which she purchased for Paul Strand’s father.97 After her first visit there, James
redecorated her and Strand’s New York house to mimic the feel of the Lachaise’s abode, with
“new pretties” given to her from her family. With a newfound appreciation for family
heirlooms, James describes fondly, “a fine patchwork quilt that great great aunt Jessie Wells
made—and the fine old Newburgh platter and a little dolls tea-set that Lotta Crabtree gave me
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when I was a little girl.”98 James also praised “some of the most beautiful real old american [sic]
furniture, glass, etc., I ever saw” on visiting the mother of her employer, Dr. Dudley Roberts, the
same month.99 Evidence also shows she began to frequent sales of early Americana in New
York.100
All told, Maine had an immediate effect on her (Figures 20, 21). On her first visit, she
wrote to Stieglitz, “You and G[eorgia] would love this place—it is wild and free.”101 She
expressed dread in the prospect of returning to the “dull and miserable” city “after the clarity and
freshness” of this New England state.102 Maine had been therapeutic for her after the untimely
death of her brother, Milton, that year in 1927. James wrote, “I have a little Ford here and Mrs
[sic] Lachaise and I rolich [sic] here and there in it—in the sunlight through this fine country—in
spite of the loss of my brother this has been a happy summer—I owe the Lachaise’s much.”103
James hoped to buy property near the couple’s own in 1927 but could not convince Strand to
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commit to a purchase.104 Nonetheless, her immediate and personal sense of affinity to this locale
made its mark in the titles of her works: Echo of New England, Austerity (Echo of New
England), White Vase and Lily: New England, and two paintings titled New England Still Life
(Figures 8, 9, 4, 23, 39).
James likely never practiced tinsel painting herself.105 However, she owned an example
titled Wreath with Birds, which demonstrates her interest in the art form and its distinctly domestic
and feminine qualities (Figure 22). 106 In the nineteenth century, families seeking cultural
betterment for their daughters paid for tinsel painting lessons. Also called crystal or oriental
painting at this time, they were usually unsigned. As Lee Kogan argues, tinsel painting “fit well
within the cult of domesticity that was embraced by a growing American middle class. This
ideology promoted the feminine ideal in part through the beautification of the home, the family
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sanctuary.”107 In the latter half of the nineteenth century, tinsel painting grew to be taught in school
and to a broader base through books, articles, and advertisements. Craft instruction manuals such
as Art Recreations and women’s magazines, such as Peterson’s Magazine, included directions or
patterns. Typical designs included gendered motifs such as vases of flowers, wreaths, birds, and
butterflies. 108 In an 1859 issue of Art Recreations, L.B. Urbino and Henry Day wrote: “This
beautiful, showy and gorgeous style of painting never fails to attract admirers wherever it has been
introduced. No style of painting has yet been invented that shows transparent colors to such
advantage as this, when properly and carefully done.”109
Favoring oil pigment over colored foil, James shows the influence of tinsel painting in
her reverse paintings on glass. As with Wreath with Birds, she preferred single or a few selected
motifs, placed frontally and against a solid color or simple background. And, like folk and selftaught artists before her, James eschewed sophisticated illusionism and oblique perspectival
views in favor of flat, strongly outlined forms. Though inspired by her New England visits, she
rendered her paintings on glass elsewhere, predominately in Taos, New Mexico, and likely New
York.110 Examples James executed in the early 1930s, such as Austerity (Echo of New England)
(Figure 9), testify to her original conception and interpretation of the floral motif. At the
forefront, James displays an isolated calla lily resting on its pedestal. Set against a black wall and
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possibly a windowsill, the petal and its supporting emerald leaves arch mightily towards the
upper edge of the picture plane, frozen in time. The gentle, bulbous curves of the vase echo the
meandering lines of the burgundy curtains behind it. With no evident light source, the flower
appears illuminated from within, glowing at center stage. In Echo of New England (Figure 8),
James presents two flowers rather than one. Although the type of folk art referred to is that of
New England, the calla lily may well be a reference to the flora of New Mexico. But James’s
flowers were not always based on those found in nature. Writing to Strand during her Taos visit
in May 1929, she confessed, “The paintings I am doing now on glass are some white artificial
roses I got in the department store, such as they put in front of the Madonna in the church. I
know that artificial flowers sound horrible to you, but they really are quite beautiful. Pure, clear
white and a nice shape and not cheap looking.”111
James frequently depicted curtains in her floral still lifes to delineate the foreground and
cut-off background of her settings and impart a distinctive stage-like effect. Not commonly seen
in folk art compositions, James developed this device, perhaps to differentiate her work from
contemporary still lifes by Hartley and O’Keeffe. Curtains establish depth in James’s images,
layering the composition in both texture and color, while the repeated pleats and flowing lines of
their drapes add another level of visual rhythm. Austerity and Echo of New England contain a
curious play with spatial recession achieved by the representation of two curtain layers. Rubycolor drapes define and extend across three-quarters of the middle ground, partially obscuring
what appear to be white curtains drawn in front of a window. The latter hint at a luminous area
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beyond the interior while also cutting off any background space. James poses her flowers
between the glass surface and curtains behind, using darker hues to highlight the whites of the
petals.
James’s curtains serve as both elaborate backdrops and, when parted, another form of
framing the central subject and of directing the eye (see New England Still Life (b. 1940), Peach
and Banana (1933), Fruit in a Bowl (1936); Figures 23, 24, 36). In the late New England Still
Life, James’s flower in a vase bears an unmistakable resemblance to a female on stage, the
curved black container standing for the body and arms, the leaves an elaborate collar, and the
flower bud, the head. Unlike earlier examples, here, the curtains envelop most of this “staged”
composition—the vase is presented front and center, and the flower itself seems almost an
afterthought. In Mexican Gourd Pitcher and Tulip Bud (Figure 41), a somewhat esoteric work in
her oeuvre, we also see James render bulbous curves in the vase recalling the female form.
A traditional means of concealing and revealing, the parting of stage curtains in real life
announced the beginning and end of a performance. The presence of symmetrically drawn
curtains demonstrates James’s interest in showmanship and may well present an allusion and
homage to her father, Nate Salsbury, and his audience-pleasing Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show.
As a young adult, she already dedicated herself to preserving his legacy. Notably, James spent
much of 1926 sorting through her father’s papers for Richard’s Walsh biography, published two
years later.112 The idea of presenting was something James reinforced in a 1953 book she wrote
regarding the lives of notable Taos citizens: Allow me to Present 18 ladies and gentlemen and
Taos, N.M, 1885-1939. The title is a clear play on how Buffalo Bill Cody would announce each
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Wild West Show. After “The Star-Spangled Banner” played, Cody would ride into the arena and
declare: “Ladies and gentlemen, allow me to present you a Congress of Rough Riders of the
World.”113
Karli Wurzelbacher has convincingly argued that James developed her crisp still life style
in conversation with Precisionist artists.114 In 1948, Wolfgang Born coined the term Precisionism
as “an art that was to combine the exactitude of photography with geometrical interpretation of
space introduced by cubism.”115 The amalgamation of smooth and straightforward folk art forms
with the machine edged sharpness and self-effacing brushwork typical of Precisionism, had been
achieved in these same years by Charles Sheeler, as seen in his oil on canvas Americana (1931)
(Figure 25). Sheeler paid homage to folk art by faithfully depicting Shaker objects and early
American furniture. Still, he integrated them into complex spatial compositions, often with
skewed, highly subjective points of view accentuated by areas of patterning. On the other hand,
James emulated the themes and “naïve” style of reverse glass painting per se, favoring the
traditional, resolute frontality and flatness. But her debt to Precisionism is most evident in the
treatment of the repeated regularized curtain pleats, akin to the cylindrical forms of both classical
fluting and industrial architecture (Figures 8, 9).
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In a less immediately obvious connection to modernity, Wurzelbacher has also noted that
the material of glass aligns with conceptions modernists held about the early twentieth-century
urban experience. Glass was critical to the fashioning of skyscrapers and new railway stations—
as such, it could simultaneously be old and new. As she writes, Joseph Stella (who briefly
experimented with reverse painting on glass, see Figure 26) viewed the transparent material as “a
utopian substance that would make up the technological world of the future. He envisioned
people living joyously and robustly in shiny hard structures of iron and glass.”116 James’s
comments on the formal qualities of glass reveal that she shared in these modernist perceptions.
She opined in 1951, “I like the lack of texture which is found in even the finest-grained canvas;
because I can make knife-sharp edges which I honor; and because of the light the glass holds
captive and seems to give back to the paint upon it.”117 She also noted, “I painted sharp edges
because I dislike fuzzy edges. Glass lends itself magnificently to clean cut forms as it has no
texture.”118
While James was the only American modernist to use glass as her primary medium, as
noted above, she was not the first one to explore it. Other artists working in glass by 1928
included Florence and Konrad Cramer, Arthur Dove, Marcel Duchamp, and James’s close friend,
Marsden Hartley. It has been suggested that James had seen Hartley’s experiments in this genre,
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which he created in 1917 after his return from Europe in 1913.119 While abroad, Hartley had
visited Munich, where he associated with Blaue Reiter group members Wassily Kandinsky and
Gabrielle Münter. Both Kandinsky and Münter collected eighteenth-century Bavarian
Hinterglasmalerei and experimented with the medium themselves.120 James later denied
Hartley’s potential influence, but evidence shows that, at a minimum, he encouraged her in this
specific pursuit. As he wrote to her in 1930, “you must paint your glass pictures,” adding that he
had never felt at ease with it.121
Despite her assertions, by 1929, James was aware of at least one reverse painting on glass
by Hartley, Flowers in a Vase (c. 1917) (Figure 27), owned by Carrie Stettheimer, based on her
correspondence with Hartley.122 Compared to James’s Echo of New England (Figure 8), one
sees her distinct style in the medium. Both artists use a reduced color palette: Hartley’s lively
blacks, whites, baby blues, and rosy pinks exude a cruder feeling than James’s vivid hues of
blues, reds and whites. Moreover, James carefully renders her background, creating an orderly
world with curtains to ground the space, while Hartley presents his object against a plain black

Van Deren Coke’s 1963 work, Taos and Santa Fe: The Artist’s Environment, 1882-1942, suggested James
initially learned of the medium through Hartley. James was so taken back by the idea she wrote the author
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Box 1, Folder 2, RSJ/YCAL.
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abyss. His porcelain gravy boat sits on a table set with dollies, overtly embracing a theme of
Victoria-era femininity. On the other hand, James's example more closely embraces the
Precisionist style of clean lines and form.123
Undoubtedly, James felt an affinity with Hartley because they both identified with New
England. In a letter to the critic Elizabeth McCausland, James referred to Hartley’s Flowers in a
Vase as “New England still life,” a title she often used in her own still lifes, and one that
recognized the regional identity of this folk art medium.124 Indeed, Hartley was a Maine native
who began working in reverse paintings on glass in 1917 while residing in the southwestern
coastal town of Ogunquit, Maine, and later in Staten Island, New York. Though she denied this
emphatically, Hartley’s still lifes, in general, were an influence on James: she owned one of his
many works in this genre, Still Life (1922) (Figure 28), depicting a calla lily that resembles
James’s flower in Austerity (Echo of New England) (Figure 9). Surrounded by various kitchen
objects, Hartley’s calla lily commands the composition's central focus, just as in Austerity (Echo
of New England). While Hartley’s brushstrokes contour his calla lily, James erases almost any
evidence of her practice, distilling her subject in a Precisionist-like rendering.
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By 1932, James had established herself as a painter, as witnessed by Stieglitz's surprise
invitation to exhibit her work with Paul Strand that April at An American Place.125 Paul
exhibited landscapes from their trips to Gaspé, Colorado, and New Mexico, while James
(exhibiting as Rebecca Strand) showed her latest works on glass. James was delighted about this
long-awaited official acknowledgment from Stieglitz, writing to him, “Here I am—all in a daze!
And tomorrow I’ll be all black and blue, from pinching myself into realizing what has
happened.”126 The exact number of paintings James exhibited at An American Place in 1932 is
unknown, but four are known by reproduction. These are Santo: New Mexico, Horse in
the Night: New Mexico, Devout Woman: New Mexico, and White Vase and Lily: New
England (Figure 4).127 Three papers covered the exhibition in four reviews: The New York Times,
The New Yorker and The Springfield Sunday Union and Republican in two reviews by James’s
friend and eventual champion Elizabeth McCausland.128 McCausland observed that Rebecca
Strand’s work “meets the test of artistic honesty and sincerity of intention,” choosing words
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perhaps, that knowingly referred to qualities of folk art. Indeed, she acknowledged the folk roots
of the medium: “Painting on glass is an old New England art, the fruits of which can still be seen
tucked away in odd corners of antique shops about the countryside.”129 In another review a week
later, this female critic heralded James’s forays into reverse glass painting as a singular
contribution:
Working as it were in reverse, the artist in this medium is confronted with technical
difficulties as well as advantages. Painting from the back of the glass, she must put on
high lights first and then build up her picture; the condition of success with such a
problem is precision and sure of attack: The compensations are beautiful clean color, a
suave sense of finish in the completed painting, strong definition in its details. The hint of
the bizarre, the outre [sic] adds a zest which canvas might lack, while at the same time
one wonders what are really the limitations of the medium. Almost none, one concludes,
if it is fully explored. That its exploration (after its resurrection from the antique shop)
began under and honest and sincere artist like Rebecca Strand, one is glad.130
Murdock Pemberton of The New Yorker dedicated much of his print-space to Strand but did add
faint praise for his wife: “In another room, Rebecca Strand has a show of painting on glass. This
is more or less a lost art and tends to be decorative in its effects. The pieces are mainly modest
endeavors, but now and then one of them achieves a high point of beauty.”131 That Pemberton
chose words such as “decorative” and “modest” are emblematic of the male-dominated New
York art scene to which James was attempting membership. For critics like Pemberton, a female
artist painting on such a fragile and “traditional” medium did not align with gesturally masculine
painting, nor the overtly sexualized flower paintings of Georgia O’Keeffe. James’s work does
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not fit neatly into any category of gendered male and female modernism of her time, making it
easy for critics to patronize and dismiss her work. While James always credited figures including
Stieglitz, Strand, and Hartley for supporting her as a young artist, Stieglitz’s decision to include
James in the 1932 exhibition was the closest she came to tangible recognition from the
impresario dealer.
Before, during, and after James’s 1932 exhibition, Georgia O’Keeffe was a keen
supporter of James’s reverse paintings on glass. Considering this support and likely due to their
friendship, peers and scholars compared Rebecca Salsbury James with Georgia O’Keeffe for the
rest of her life—an understandable comparison given their friendship and mutual interest in still
life and southwestern subject matter. James and O’Keeffe cemented their bond during their
storied Taos summer in 1929, where they painted and lived together at Mabel Dodge Luhan’s
home. A photo of the two women in 1929 at Luhan’s shows them dressed alike and embodies
their close relationship that summer (Figure 29), which James recounted to Strand:
We have had a beautiful relationship together and feel the need of nobody else…I think
she is fond of me and I know I am of her. Nobody can ever take this experience and
mutual sharing away from us, no matter what happens—even if the relationship itself
changes. I think she is perfectly happy with me for she speaks all the time of getting a
large car next Spring and our going off together again in it. We also have in mind trying
to find a little house somewhere near New York that we can retire to when we feel like
it…I am entirely myself in her company.132
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O’Keeffe’s support of James spanned nearly forty years, beginning with her arranging for James
to show her pastels at the Opportunity Gallery in 1928.133 During their 1929 Taos summer,
James executed a pastel entitled “Moon and Clouds,” which O’Keeffe declared “GOOD.”134
Regarding James’s first solo show at the Denver Art Museum in 1933, O’Keeffe wrote to her
friend, “Your catalogue came and looks very nice and reads well. I hope it goes well for you and
that you will get money and have a beautiful Xmas tree.”135 In 1950, O’Keeffe proposed that
they exhibit their work together to commemorate the closing of An American Place—an
invitation James declined.136 In the 1960s, O’Keeffe also encouraged James to show her work to
Edith Halpert and the Museum of Modern Art in her later years. Lastly, O’Keeffe attended the
opening of James’s 1963 exhibition of colcha embroideries at the Museum of International Folk
Art in Santa Fe.137
Although she always cherished her friendship with O’Keeffe, James contested the idea
that her art was derivative of her more famous friend. In response to a suggestion from Van
Deren Coke that her work was related to O’Keeffe, James wrote this heated reply: “Yes, I
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painted flowers—what artist has not—but I have also painted landscapes, adobe houses, the
campo santo, birds, the native people. Anything I saw and loved enough to want to put it down.
As for size – this has varied from life size to larger, in terms of inches—many of Georgia’s can
be by feet in both dimensions.”138
Others that knew both artists, such as the arts patron and writer Mabel Dodge Luhan,
understood the differences between the two women’s art. In Taos and Its Artists, Luhan argued
that comparing the two artists is “a most irrelevant observation, since the only resemblance that
can be noted is that they both have painted flowers, but in a distinctly different, almost opposite
manner.” Luhan continues: “The large, unembarrassed flower-forms with which O’Keeffe
startled the world, ask for attention, understanding, even assistance; while Mrs. James’s flowers
are extremely shy and unrevealing, definitely unorganic [sic], reluctantly expressing undefined
states of being, never mere explicit and individual sensations.”139
Contemporary scholarship has taken increasing note of the differences between the two
artists. Karli Wurzelbacher declared, “Less than half the size of O’Keeffe’s painting and with a
deeper palette, James’s work is more contemplative, mysterious, and ‘feminine’ than her friend’s
brash challenge to the men producing American Scene painting.”140 Suzan Campbell adds,
“Georgia had passionately and single-mindedly pursued a career involving sacrifices, celebrity,
and sales. James had refused to make sacrifices that would detour her from the personal
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fulfillment she was determined to achieve; her art was an expression, not the source, of her
happy life.”141 Likewise, Carolyn Burke suggests a lingering influence of O’Keeffe in James’s
still life paintings, but ultimately asserts they are different in spatial qualities and medium.142
While there are undeniable stylistic similarities in subject matter between O’Keeffe and
James, the latter’s imagery and technique are firmly rooted in her interest in folk art. One of
James’s few examples of a flower not pictured in a vase, Magnolia (Figure 11), highlights her
simplicity of execution in comparison to O’Keeffe’s Two Calla Lillies on Pink (1928) (Figure
30). As noted by James, the two artist’s frequent difference in scale is evident here: O’Keeffe’s
painting measuring 30 by 40 inches, while James’ example is 13 by 19 1/6 inches. James’s
decision to work with smaller panes of glass was likely a practical one. Since her process
required her to hold the glass in one hand and paint in another, a handheld, manageable scale
makes sense for her work.
Oil on canvas compared to oil on glass results in an entirely different surface effect. Since
the oil paint is applied directly onto O’Keeffe’s canvas, the viewer can easily see the distinct
brushstrokes when looking closely. In James’s example, we can see occasional brushstrokes, but
through a barrier. Both artists set their flowers within an ambiguous background: O’Keeffe using
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variegated tones of pinks and whites to create abstracted forms, and James employing stark and
flattened purple-grays which softly outline the smooth sprouting leaves. O’Keeffe’s calla lilies
dance across a space that is just outside the picture frame, as noted by the cropping of edges. In
James’s Magnolia, the artist presents the full flower to the spectator, but one that is milder
mannered, its insides shielded from view. Holger Cahill’s description of folk art could apply well
to Magnolia here: “The work of the best of them [folk artists] has a directness, a unity, and a
power which one does not always find in the works of the standard masters.”143 During
O’Keeffe’s lifetime, critics interpreted works such as Two Calla Lillies on Pink as an expression
of inner female sexuality, an analysis O’Keeffe repeatedly denied throughout her career. More
humble creations, James’s flowers never received such an interpretation. Indeed the “feminine”
qualities James’s explored in her work were not sexualized ones. They referred more often to a
separate-sphere, Victorian-era femininity in her clear and decisive execution.
James expressed a keen interest in other forms of folk art through her ownership of two
early American watercolors. Each titled New England Still Life, one depicts a group of flowers
while the other portrays a bowl of fruit (Figures 31, 32).144 Notably, James's later work, Bowl of
Vegetables (1940) (Figure 33), carefully resembles the New England Still Life depicting fruit. As
Wurzelbacher has argued, James’s habit of collecting early American folk art had possible
feminist undertones.145 Scholar Avis Berman had reinforced this idea as well. Berman argues
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that women who acquired folk art in the early twentieth century found their independence as
collectors by moving outside traditionally valued domains of high art:
The most influential and vindicated American women collectors of both folk and modern
art—fields that significantly overlapped—were those willing to defend art and artists
whom the reigning taste categorized as marginal. They championed art that was
disdained or ignored. Relatedly, even though a number of women controlled or had
access to sizable fortunes, and enjoyed more freedom than their mothers and
grandmothers, they went without the right to vote for most of their lives. The ballot box
was denied to them, but they could vote with their pocketbooks on matters artistic.146
Lastly, adopting reverse painting on glass as her signature medium and collecting folk art were
not the only ways that James engaged with a usable past. For her entire artistic career, she
proudly identified as a self-taught artist, a quality that differentiated her work from her modernist
peers. Self-taught artists were integral to Holger Cahill’s definitions of folk art, which he
describes as “the work of people with little book learning in art techniques, and no academic
training.”147 When Alfred Stieglitz exhibited her work at An American Place in 1932, she
became the only self-taught painter to be shown at the gallery, an important milestone that—
tellingly—went unnoticed in the press.148
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CHAPTER TWO: SPANISH SOUTHWESTERN FOLK ART AND REVERSE PAINTING
ON GLASS, 1930-1940
This chapter analyzes the reverse paintings on glass produced by Rebecca Salsbury James
during the 1930s, which were influenced by Spanish southwestern folk art. She first visited Taos,
New Mexico, in May 1929 with Georgia O’Keeffe, and returned to the town annually until she
moved there permanently in 1933. Expanding her repertoire of motifs, James painted santos
possibly from seeing bultos (carved polychrome figures of saints) or on retablos (flat painted
reliefs of saints), the crosses of camposantos (burial grounds) and Catholic religious symbols. By
contrast to her earlier still lifes of flowers, James chose pre-existing artworks as her subject.
Immersing herself in the daily life, culture and landscape of the region, James kept true to the
ideals of simplicity and sense of place that she perceived as the genuine spirit of folk art. When
she exhibited a group of these works in 1935 at the Rio Grande Galleries in Santa Fe, New
Mexico, the critic Jo Pelkey titled her review: “Chaste, Restrained, and Consummate is Work of
Rebecca Strand.”149
I first explore James’s reverse paintings on glass depicting santos (Figures 42-44). I
consider their dialogue with the Spanish southwestern folk art revival that was taking place in
Taos and with the work of other regional modernists influenced by the culture of New Mexico,
namely Marsden Hartley, Georgia O’Keeffe, and Cady Wells. Next, I examine James’s reverse
paintings on glass depicting religious symbols, some of which have titles including ‘Taos’ by the
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artist. These images complicate notions of place by blending a New England based technique
with southwestern imagery and a geographical location (Figures 53-57). I conclude the
discussion of James’s southwestern imagery with an in-depth analysis of James’s painting Edge
of the Campo Santo (1934) (Figure 58). Lastly, this chapter briefly discusses a group of outliers
in James’s oeuvre: a series of abstract, object portraits (Figures 61, 62) based on a specific
modernist genre first developed by Charles Demuth in the 1920s (Figures 63, 64). These works
demonstrate another avenue of James’s continued engagement with Stieglitz circle modernists
after she had moved to Taos.
Anglo-American artists and writers who visited or settled in Taos in the early twentieth
century found a usable past in Spanish southwestern folk art, cultural relics and the region’s
religious practices. The Pueblo Indians, who still occupy a massive multi-story adobe structure
just outside of town to this day, allowed the public to view their feast days and dances, thus
giving “locals, tourists, and scholars a sense of encountering the deep past that seemed intimate
and authentic.”150 Wanda Corn writes that the Spanish Catholic presence in Taos “permeates
everyday culture” in the forms of “dusty, unpaved plazas that are in every town center; the
cemeteries dense with wooden monuments and artificial flowers and the crosses, large and small,
homemade and commissioned, along the roads.”151
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Devotional images of saints (santos) rendered on flat wood boards (retablos) or as painted
sculptures (bultos) were foremost among types of folk art appropriated by modernist artists. As
devotional objects, they were prized as authentic, historical, and spiritual objects of the region.152
Traveling artisans known as santeros produced both retablos and bultos. The hand-carved wood,
polychrome figures of a bulto were typically attenuated in proportion redolent of the wood
whence they were carved.153 The facial features are gently rendered and child-like, whether
expressing sweetness or suffering. Bultos were commonly used for private daily prayer, as a
form of decoration, or as a talisman. Retablos were commonly produced in tempera on a wooden
gesso panel and stylistically abstract and two dimensional. These panel paintings appeared both
in churches as altarpiece decorations or in homes for private prayer.154
Cady Wells was a noted santo collector, as was Mabel Dodge Luhan. The latter
exhibited her collection at several galleries in New York in 1919-1920, including the Society of
Independent Artists exhibition at the Waldorf Astoria hotel in 1920.155 James owned at least one
example of a nineteenth-century bulto herself, titled Holy Child of Atocha/Santo Niño de Atocha
(Figure 45), a common depiction of the Christ child in Spanish southwestern folk art. Typical of
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the motif, the figure sits on a throne-like chair garbed in a multi-colored painted robe and
feathered hat, holding a basket of flowers in his proper right hand, as well as a staff and water
gourd in the other. Also standard for this arrangement, the figure sits flanked by two vases of
flowers. With its dark-rimmed eyes, the head is rendered slightly larger than the rest of the body,
emphasizing the gaze's intensity. The faded and chipped paint shows signs of its age and
handling, underscoring the tactile and sense of veneration over time. Significantly, when James
rendered santos onto the flat and smooth surface of her reverse glass paintings, she lost this
distinctive textual element but intentionally gained other qualities in the transposition: an
assertion of her signature style and medium.
1949 photographs of a house James owned with Bill James show Spanish southwestern
folk art. At least one retablo hangs on the sitting room wall, and two bultos are visible—one
mounted above the fireplace and another resting at the table (Figure 50). Along with the Holy
Child of Atocha/Santo Niño de Atocha, James bequeathed an eighteenth-century Mexican chest
and a nineteenth-century New Mexican cross to the Museum of Spanish Colonial Art in Santa Fe
(Figures 51, 52). The cross is made of tin, wallpaper, and glass and was one likely inspiration for
her reverse painting on glass, Descansa en Paz (Figure 53).156
James first expressed her interest in Spanish southwestern folk art with her santossubject matter, paradoxically retaining a medium, reverse painting on glass, that was primarily
identified with New England—a region and culture far removed from Taos. This group includes
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(Untitled) Standing Woman (1931), Devout Woman: New Mexico (c. 1932), and Santo: New
Mexico (c. 1932) (Figures 42-44). In the spirit of their folk art models, James’s santos are wiry
and somewhat gawky. They face the viewer, head-on, their gazes directed outwards and inwards,
representing the reverie that their presence is intended to evoke in the viewer.
(Untitled) Standing Woman (Figure 42) is one of James’s larger reverse paintings on
glass measuring 23 ½ by 16 inches, and is possibly the first of these three she painted.157 As
there is little documentation or writings on James’s figurative imagery from this period, art
historians are left to posit this work's subject. Wurzelbacher argues the figure is a male bulto
draped in an actual cloth white robe, based on her identification of a tonsure (the bare area of a
priest’s head) on the figure.158 Indeed, James’s object is likely a santo, possibly derived from a
retablo, but more likely a bulto because of its sculptural qualities. Cloaked in a gender-neutral
white robe, the figure hovers within a sumptuous royal blue background. It raises its proper right
hand as if making a blessing. James’s treatment of the white fabric recalls the flowing, crisp
shapes of her floral imagery and echoes the voluminous caverns of blue abstraction in the
background. The whiteness of the robe, not necessarily a recurring motif in actual santos, implies
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purity and neutrality. Such a decision results in a holy figure of James’s imagining and one on
her own terms.
James’s decision not to overtly state the gender of this object recalls the gender fluidity of
her associates and close friends. In the early twentieth century, Taos was an accepting
community where queer artists and writers flourished.159 James was close friends with many of
these individuals, including Marsden Hartley, Spud Johnson, and Cady Wells, the original owner
of Untitled (Standing Woman). Mabel Dodge Luhan was also frank about her bisexuality.
Correspondence between James and O’Keeffe has also led scholars to wonder if the two women
were ever physically intimate, though this notion has been largely dismissed.160 James inscribed
the verso of Untitled (Standing Woman) as follows: “For Cady—with love and esteem—
/Rebecca./<3.” James often inscribed works on the reverse to friends when giving them away as
gifts—reinforcing the intimacy of the works themselves, and the tight circle of like-minded
artists and writers in Taos, who supported the queer individuals among them. The same gender
ambiguity in Untitled (Standing Woman) is also evident in Santo: New Mexico, making it
possible she used the same figure as her model.
Devout Woman: New Mexico, and Santo: New Mexico appeared in James’s joint
exhibition with Paul Strand at An American Place in 1932. Black and white reproductions in
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exhibition reviews are the only extant images we have of these two works.161 The title Devout
Woman is deliberately ambiguous, suggesting that the subject could be a religious follower, a
saint, or a sacred object of devotion.162 Furthering their connection to the Southwest, James
framed both reverse paintings on glass in New Mexican tinwork frames. New Mexican tinwork
flourished after the United States Army occupied the territory in 1846 and brought goods such as
tin and glass to the area. Artisans known as tinners, with potential access to rare prototypes from
Mexico, used the now readily available material to create objects for uses in churches, civic
buildings and private homes. Tinners created chandeliers and sconces, as well as frames for
religious prints, holy cards and mirrors. Notably, tinwork was also used to frame decorated glass.
Wurzelbacher writes:
Most tinwork frames consist solely of tin and hold a single piece of unpainted glass to
protect the painted image at the center, but some tinwork objects incorporate borders or
panels of decorative glass, under which artists placed catalogue illustrations, wallpaper,
cloth, foil, or even seed packets. In other cases artists applied paint to the reverse of the
glass, sometimes backing it with colored papers.163
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Karli Wurzelbacher has posited that James commissioned an artisan both to make historicallystyled frames and fit extant frames into her works.164 James likely used tinwork frames
approximately five times, a spare occurrence for her output of around 200 reverse paintings on
glass.165
James decisively acknowledged that her first experiences with historical reverse painting
on glass were examples from New England. However, her decision to frame a select group of
works in New Mexican tinwork frames, coupled with her ownership of a cross made of tin, glass
and wallpaper (Figure 52), reveals her awareness and interest in this other form of glass painting.
Tinwork continued into the early twentieth century and, despite its persistence, was at the
forefront of the burgeoning Spanish Colonial revival at this time. James likely first saw tinwork
during her visit to New Mexico at Mabel Dodge Luhan’s in 1926, whose house included a
“Mexican tin chandelier for candles.”166 She could have seen historical and contemporary
examples of tinwork around Santa Fe in stores such as Colonial Tin Antiques, The Spanish
Chest, and the Spanish Arts Shop run by the Spanish Colonial Arts Society in 1923.
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In her favorable review of the show, Elizabeth McCausland observed that James’s
tinwork frames “set the keynote for the union of the strange and familiar that is particularly
striking in Mrs. Strand’s work.” By her next line, McCausland confirms the frames as “strange”
and reverse painting on glass as “familiar.” “Painting on glass is an old New England art, the
fruits of which can still be seen tucked away in odd corners of antique shops and about the
countryside, while the frames are very much a part of New Mexico and that queer sense of
otherworldliness that New Mexico creates in both habitues and newcomers.”167 As
Wurzelbacher has argued, McCausland’s decision to treat the New Mexican frames as the
outsider confirms “that the position of New Mexican art within American culture was still
uncertain.”168
James’s images belong to a broader fascination with southwest santos on the part of her
contemporary modern artists. She would have known of Marsden Hartley’s forays into the
subject after he visited Taos and Santa Fe in 1918-19, including works such as the Virgin of
Guadalupe and Blessing the Melon (The Indians Bring the Harvest to Christian Mary for her
Blessing).169 She specifically sought out El Santo (1919) (Figure 47) when she visited Santa Fe
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with Paul Strand in 1926.170 Clearly, Hartley influenced not only her choice of subject matter but
also the reverence toward the original and anonymous artisan’s handiwork. Unlike James’s
renditions, Hartley places these sacred figures in conversation with other selected objects,
turning them into still lifes proper. In contrast, James removed hers from any worldly, let alone
domestic context.
George O’Keeffe also displayed an interest in santos in her painting Wooden Virgin
(1929) (Figure 48), her only known example of this subject. Like Untitled (Standing Woman),
O’Keeffe’s object floats in space, ungrounded in this world, and fills the pictorial void. Her
palette is more colorful than that of James, and she set her figure against a lavish southwestern
landscape, stressing its regional identity. Based on the title, the object’s dress and painted
sculptural qualities, O’Keeffe’s example references a female bulto. James’s work, on the other
hand, is more ambiguous. Her object is less gendered and more open to interpretation, adding a
hint of mystery.
Paul Strand photographed santos while in Mexico with James in 1933. A striking
example, Crown with Thorns, Huexotla (1933) (Figure 49), shows a santo jarringly fixated on
the camera, its tender eyes exuding pain and suffering. James goes furthest in extracting the
traditional figure from its original context and material quality among her peers. Simultaneously,
she impresses her own style onto her figures, whose whimsical, dainty features and stylish robes
depart from any prototype. The calm and feminine qualities come to the fore by comparing Cady
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Well’s Head of Santo (Figure 46). The weathered quality of the figure’s surface merges with the
expressionist-influenced treatment of the facial features. The Christ-like visage evokes a state of
extreme suffering, accentuated by the compositional focus on the head alone.
While James was close to O’Keeffe, the differences between their respective bulto
renderings are striking, with the latter retaining their sense of full-bodied solidity. Indeed, it may
be to a different member of the extended Stieglitz circle—Florine Stettheimer—that one must
look for possible affinity, if not a direct influence, in the rendering of wispy figures in flowing
garbs and the overtly feminine, at time androgynous body types, as seen in Portrait of My Sister,
Carrie W. Stettheimer (1923).171
James’s interest in Spanish southwestern folk art had feminist underpinnings. According
to Lois Rudnick, the revival of Spanish southwestern folk art was mainly female-driven, steered
by Alice Corbin Henderson, Mabel Dodge Luhan, and Mary Austin in New Mexico. Rudnick
writes that these women “took the lead in generating a myth of the Southwest that revised
traditional male perceptions of the West.” Henderson, Luhan, and Austin’s ideals “were rooted in
their ideal of a multi-ethnic democracy that recognized the long-ignored social, economic, and
cultural contributions of women, Hispanics and Indians to the life of the region and the
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nation.”172 Henderson and Luhan were both advocates on behalf of the Hispano and Pueblo
communities' rights in New Mexico. Austin lectured widely on folk arts of the Spanish
Southwest and was a founder of the Spanish Colonial Arts Society in 1923—a group tasked to
protect the region’s churches and crafts.173 Given the dominant father figure in her life, a man
whose career promoted and popularized this masculine vision of the “wild” frontier, James’s
participation in this correction is telling. Despite her admiration for Nate Salsbury’s legacy, one
might posit that, once she settled in Taos, James cottoned to a female-led attitude and project that
sought a more authentic representation of southwestern heritage realities.
All told, the appropriation of Spanish southwestern folk art was a form of modernist
“primitivism,” even if the model was indigenous, as with East Coast folk art, though, in the
former case, marked by a degree of otherness, given its Catholic and mixed racial culture.
Rudnick writes that it was mostly Anglo-Americans who deemed what was to be valued, a
cultural operation “based more upon their own need for roots and enduring symbols than
historical fact.” The patronizing nature of this revival cannot be overlooked. Rudnick adds,
however, that their “stimulation for new markets for Hispanic and Indian crafts was beneficial to
both individual artists and, in the cases of Indian potters and Hispanic woodcarvers, to the
economies of their communities.” As a result, they “helped create a national audience for
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indigenous folk arts that had been neglected or ignored, particularly by museums and
galleries.”174
Though she was never religious personally, James did speak about her interest in the
region's religious nature during her first summer in Taos in 1929.
The santo in the red gown is still there and even more wonderful than I have remembered
it. When I go in a place like that I really regret that I have not had the experience of
religion as the Catholics knew it. If you could go into religion in a country like this where
the whole landscape has a religious feeling it would be easy to believe—I imagine the
Holy Land was something like this—no book or catechism could give it to you in the
same way.175
In a possible attempt to capture this “religious feeling,” by the mid-1930s, James developed a
new series with a new repertoire of motifs, notably Catholic symbols and the crosses of the
camposantos (Figures 53-55, 57, 58). As Pelkey wrote, James’s glass paintings were “distinctly
individual. In quality, taste and sincerity, they are the work of an artist . . . Her ecclesiastical
studies are beautiful conceptions painted with profound feeling and respect.”176
The undated Divine Lamb and Taos Blue Sky (Figure 54) looks back to the flora and
fauna and circular compositions of New England tinsel painting and her own Wreath With Birds
(Figure 22). Yet the leaves' rhythmic placement and their distinctive bi-color design directly
relate to the style of traditional colcha stitches—another historically female craft that James
adopted in the late 1930s-early 1940s. A comparison of colcha patterns compiled by James’s
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friend Nellie Dunton confirms the similarities (Figures 98, 100). Moreover, unlike most tinsel
painting's secular imagery, James reverentially incorporates a lamb, bearing the cross of
sacrifice, and a dove. These symbols of Christ and the Holy Spirit, respectively, are set against
the background of a piercing blue sky. James has placed an iron cross at the lower and upper
center and a red heart crowned with a flower wreath, out of which sprouts another small white
cross. James’s insertion of an iron cross recalls those seen in her close friend Marsden Hartley’s
German officer paintings from the early 1910s.177
James’s interest in religious symbols arguably has its roots in New York. Members of the
Stieglitz circle often used spiritual rhetoric to describe themselves. They referred to Stieglitz as a
priest or prophet and labeled his galleries as a “house of God,” church, or holy site (as seen, with
a light touch of satire in Stettheimer’s rendition of a black-robed Stieglitz in her The Cathedrals
of Art, 1942).178 Making heavy use of the word “spirit,” a word both religious and secular often
used by the Stieglitz circle literati, confirmed their sentiment that art was a form of a higher
essence.179 For example, Waldo Frank’s 1919 text Our America, is filled with religious analogies
for Stieglitz’s 291 gallery: “‘291’ is a religious fact,” he wrote, “like all such, a miracle. It is an
altar where talk was often loud, heads never bared, but where no lie and no compromise could
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live…No place could be so holy as this place, for no place could be less holy than the world
around it.”180
As noted above, in Divine Lamb and Taos Blue Sky, James fuses a New England
protestant folk art type—the compositional type and reverse glass medium basis of tinsel
painting— with distinctively southwestern, Spanish and Catholic folk arts. Moreover, though the
sky is abstract and universal, the title tells us that she identifies its color and spirituality with this
New Mexican town. Likewise, Taos Geranium and Taos Blue Sky (1936) (Figure 56) labels the
place—on high (the sky) and geographically—of the light blue tondo, which, in combination
with the flowers, serves to conflate near and far, the earthly and the heavenly. In Marble Against
the Taos Sky, (c.1935) (Figure 55), allusions to the infinite and transcendence are again
grounded, by virtue of the title only, in a specific location. James’s insistence upon Taos's
mention underscores her desire to acknowledge the place where she cultivated a vibrant social,
civic, and personal life and came into her own as an artist.
The importance of titling in establishing a place in James’s works, where otherwise the
location is not self-evident, is made clear in the list of works for her exhibitions at the Denver
Art Museum (1933) and New Mexico Museum of Art (1934).181 Thirteen of the twenty-one
paintings in the first show, and fifteen out of thirty-one the following year bear location names in
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their titles, such as Victorian Still Life: Mexico or Virgin and Vase: New Mexico. This strategy
was already apparent in James’s 1932 joint exhibition with Strand at An American Place in 1932,
and in works that refer to New England.182 Since James wrote little about her art and kept no
formal records, it is impossible to know if she intended these place-names to document where
she actually painted them and not just the imagery source.
By the 1930s, another potent religious symbol, the cross, emerged as a favored motif, one
also linked explicitly to the Spanish Catholic southwestern culture and arts, as seen in Marble
Against the Taos Sky (c. 1935), Untitled (Cross), Descansa en Paz, and Edge of the Campo Santo
(1934) (Figures 55, 57, 53, 58). Translating to “Rest in Peace,” Descansa en Paz pays homage to
the deceased Demetrio Santistevan (1857-1931), whose name James inscribes vertically above
his dates of birth and death, flanked by stars, the verbiage “Descansa en Paz,” and an angel
hovering above. Based on the specificity of names and dates, it seems James is depicting an
actual cross set up for this deceased individual and not imagining one.
Perhaps in recognition of its importance, Edge of the Campo Santo is one of the few
paintings James gave to a public institution instead of a friend.183 Unlike the isolated motifs of
her flower paintings and santos, here, James offers a larger view. A large grey cross occupies the
front and center of the composition, while surrounding crosses sprout from a grassy ground. The
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somber and dark silhouette of mountains in the background gives way to a luminous grey and
violet sky. The artist’s flattened, simply outlined forms combine with the glass's smooth surface
to create a distilled, precise rendering of this outdoor cemetery.
Camposantos are Spanish Catholic burial grounds, which can still be seen in New Mexico
today. Citing public health concerns, in 1798, King Charles IV of Spain forbade all Spanish
Colonies to conduct burials indoors. Fearing Native American desecration of outdoor graves,
New Mexicans resisted the order until 1833. By 1851, the colonies set aside land for these
graveyards, secured by army posts and forts around their perimeters. Crucifix-shaped grave
markers began to appear by the second half of the nineteenth century, which were soon
accompanied by paint and decorations, thanks to the availability of ready-mixed paints in New
Mexico general stores in the 1880s. Crosses often featured the deceased's name and dates with
“Pray for Him” or “for Her” written below. Later, small, whitewashed fences adorned with
spindles and scroll-sawn finials, known in some towns as cerquitas, began to appear in
camposantos.184
Spanish Colonial scholar E. Boyd writes that the earliest grave markers were
“unpretentious monuments,” which “achieved the same austere perfection as that of the Doric
columns or Shaker furniture”185—an aesthetic comparison visible in James’s Marble Against the
Taos Sky (Figure 55). In 1966, James published “Portrait of a Camposanto” to accompany her
friend Dorothy Benrimo’s photography exhibition catalogue, Camposantos (Figure 59). James
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describes camposantos as a “simple” and “natural place. There are no trimmed lawns, no neat,
winding paths.” As she wrote about Benrimo’s work, she revealed her own vision:
The concern was not for facts and statistics, but how to capture in some permanent form
the illusive quality these simple grave markers evoked. How make real such inner
abstract feelings as humility, simplicity, solitude, faith? How communicate outwardly the
mystery of death to which the Spanish-American people give themselves so completely,
and make the gain of heavenly happiness compatible with earthly loss?”186
James applauded the handheld labor that went into creating the crosses. She praised “the strong,
primitive lines and contours” of stone markers. Likewise, she admired “the slender, precise, and
elegant forms of iron fences and crosses,” which were made “without the use of power tools,
torches or a wide choice of metals.” For James, these grave markers were “mute, yet eloquent
testimonials to the ancient might and majesty of the cross.” She concludes that their
“characteristic, authentic line, the essence of special qualities,” has fused with “no wish to
change, to tamper with or to touch up. There is nothing ‘arty’ here.”187
In Edge of the Campo Santo, James reinforces the “strong, primitive lines and contours”
of the grave markers, which she so admired by using razor-sharp edges to define the cross. In a
rare use of the written word, James has inscribed ‘Placidita Cruz,’ onto the cross's horizontal
beam in Edge of the Campo Santo, likely the deceased's name. James’s election to prominently
display the name of an anonymous individual is noteworthy. With this choice, she forces the
viewer to confront the single grave of a deceased individual within a sea of anonymous grave
markers.
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In Edge of the Campo Santo, James places herself within a group of modernists interested
in crosses as symbols. Most notably, crosses were a recurring motif in the work of James’s friend
Georgia O’Keeffe. James was likely familiar with O’Keeffe’s Black Cross, New Mexico (Figure
60), painted the same year as their visit to Taos in 1929. While James’s painting focuses on a
burial ground, O’Keeffe’s work was based on crosses erected by remote moradas (chapels) by
the Penitentes, a secretive all-male Catholic brotherhood, most notorious for flagellating
themselves in public. The same year she executed Black Cross, New Mexico, O’Keeffe tellingly
stated, “I saw the crosses so often—and often in unexpected places—like a thin dark veil of
the Catholic Church spread over the New Mexico landscape.”188 O’Keeffe magnifies and clips
her cross to serve as a genuinely overwhelming force in the composition. Surrounded by an
endless expanse of mountains in the distance, the cross envelops a vibrant, yet barely visible,
technicolor sky. In Black Cross, New Mexico, O’Keeffe aims to convey the magnitude of the
cross's physical presence. Contrarily, James seems more interested in representing a physical
space in Edge of the Campos Santo. James’s muted cross complements its overall darker color
palette of purples, blacks and blues. While O’Keeffe’s cross seems almost out of place within its
repetitive and almost menacing background, James’s example complements its space,
comfortable in its surroundings.

“Black Cross, New Mexico,” Art Institute of Chicago, accessed May 19, 2020
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Although based in and inspired by Taos, James continued to create art based on Stieglitz
circle ideas in the 1930s. In addition to her depictions of santos, an apparent reference to
Hartley’s earlier works of the same subject, James also painted a small group of abstract portraits
of her close friends. These works are an outlier in her career and in dialogue with Charles
Demuth’s self-described portrait posters of his modernist peers.189 James’s portraits further attest
that she never altogether forgot her roots in the New York modern art world, despite her
declarations to the contrary.190
James first experimented with abstract portrait making before she adopted reverse
painting on glass. In 1921, she attempted a symbolic portrait of Paul Strand, though the picture’s
appearance and medium are unknown.191 James created at least four abstract portraits in reverse
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painting on glass, only two of which are located today. These include Paul (1934), Bill (c.
1933), and Cady Making a Nice Speech (1934) (Figures 61, 62).192 In 1929, James also painted
an abstract portrait of her friend Miriam Hapgood DeWitt. Presumably her first work of this
kind, the painting depicted Dewitt as a sunflower in a blue vase and is unfortunately lost today.
Dewitt fondly recalled that the image “reflects the transformation that was taking place in me
that summer.”193 Surely an abstract portrait of Bill James, Bill, as described by Donald Bear, is
“an amusing, ingenious arrangement of attributes and habits which contribute to the picture of a
personality, without the necessity of actual portraiture.”194 Only Paul and Cady Making a Nice
Speech are located today.
Both abstract and realist portrait making was an en vogue activity for the Stieglitz circle
and their associates. James most likely knew of the abstract portraits of Paul Strand, which
O’Keeffe created in 1917 and later gifted to Strand (Figure 66). Indeed, she was also familiar
with Arthur Dove’s circa 1925 collage abstraction, Untitled (Portrait of Paul and Rebecca
Strand), depicting the couple in symbolic forms and shapes (Figure 67).
James likely saw at least a few examples from the most well-known series of abstract
portraiture in American modernism: Charles Demuth’s portrait posters he made from 1923-1929.
Demuth’s portraits of his friends such as Marsden Hartley, Georgia O’Keeffe, William Carlos
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Williams, and Gertrude Stein feature cryptic combinations of words and symbols that still
perplex scholars as to their underlying meaning (Figures 63, 64). In 1925, Demuth exhibited his
portraits of the artist Charles Duncan, Georgia O’Keeffe and Arthur Dove at Alfred Stieglitz’s
Anderson Galleries from March 8-28. Verbosely titled, “Alfred Stieglitz Presents Seven
Americans: 159 Paintings, Photographs & Things, Recent & Never Before Publicly Shown, by
Arthur G. Dove, Marsden Hartley, John Marin, Charles Demuth, Paul Strand, Georgia O’Keeffe,
Alfred Stieglitz,” the exhibition also included Arthur Dove’s Untitled (Portrait of Paul and
Rebecca Strand). Given James’s intense involvement with the Stieglitz circle at the time and the
presence of her own portrait, it is likely she saw this exhibition.
As with James’s work, Demuth provides visual objects as stand-ins for the personalities
of his subject. In Poster Portrait: Dove (1924) (Figure 63), Demuth depicts the word “DOVE” in
bold letters, clearly establishing his sitter. A sickle and red bow hover within a composition of
sky, water and earth, with a pinecone and bushel of grapes at lower left. Such symbols recall
Dove’s paintings of land and sea, his lover and later wife Helen “Redds” Torr, and his
commitment to be a revolutionary painter. Poster Portrait: O’Keeffe (1924) (Figure 64) directly
references O’Keeffe’s still life paintings of fruits and flowers in the sansevieria plant at the
center, the pear at left and gourd and apple at right. The emphasis on the “f” and “e” in
O’Keeffe’s name is likely a private joke between Demuth and her, as he often did not spell her
name correctly in correspondence.195
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In James’s Paul and Cady Making a Nice Speech, we can only determine the sitter
because of James's titles, a far difference from Demuth’s block lettering. While Demuth used a
medley of private and public symbols in his paintings, James seemingly opts for a strictly private
codex for communication with her subjects. In Paul (1934) (Figure 61), she depicts a black
circle set within two white masses and a few embellishments. Carolyn Burke has suggested that
the circle possibly alludes to the camera lens and that the dimensions of the entire work (9 ¾ x 7
¾, though she suggests 8 x 10) are the same size as his photo plates.196 Below a white mass,
James has placed a small twig and single star. At lower right, a wonderfully delicate “P” tops a
red heart, a symbol of her lasting affection for him. Though we can only guess what these other
symbols mean, Paul is a testament to the lasting affection James had for Strand and perhaps, as
Burke has argued, a final farewell to their romantic relationship. The work foreshadows their
extensive correspondence over the next decades, filled with mutual support and friendship.
In 1935, James exhibited “an interpretive painting of Cady Wells,” which, as one
reviewer praised, “shows a remarkable insight and understanding.”197 This work is most likely
James’s symbolic portrait of Cady Wells, Cady Making a Nice Speech (1934) (Figure 62). Wells
was a fellow painter who moved to New Mexico in the 1930s and worked closely with modernist
painter Andrew Dasburg. Wells was a close friend of James and an active member of the vibrant
Taos community of artists and writers. In Cady Making a Nice Speech, James depicts a snake
holding a small blue flower in its mouth within a blue circle set against a black background.
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Within the circle, a black “C” surrounds the snake, which James intersects with two musical
notes, a white cross and perhaps a paintbrush. In 1950, Wells reciprocated by executing a yarn
on linen abstract portrait of James (Figure 65).
Like Paul, the symbols in Cady Making a Nice Speech do not readily reveal themselves.
The presence of a snake combined with musical notes could reference the Hopi Snake Dance. a
ceremony that attracted lots of Anglo-tourist attention in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. Wells could have traveled to Arizona to see the ceremony, as did many noted Taos
citizens such as the English author D.H. Lawrence and Taos Society artist Eanger Irving
Couse.198 The “C” likely stands for Cady, but otherwise, the sitter’s identity is only evident by
title. Both Paul and Cady Making a Nice Speech are considerably smaller in scale than Demuth’s
posters, the smallest of which is Poster Portrait: O’Keeffe at 20 ½ by 16 ½ inches. James’s
works are more covert, indeed private objects of devotion to her close friends. Yet the influence
from Demuth to James is apparent in the use of symbols to convey an individual's personality.
Both Paul and Cady Making a Nice Speech are the closest James came to pure abstraction and
serve as evidence of her continued engagement with Stieglitz circle ideas in the 1930s.
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CHAPTER THREE: WALKING WOMAN AND SOUTHWESTERN LANDSCAPES,
1940-1953
In the 1940s, Rebecca Salsbury James entered her fifth decade well ensconced in the
Taos community, beginning two new series of reverse paintings on glass that marked a notable
departure from her previous subject matter. Instead of still lifes focused on single and centrallyplaced objects, she moved onto narrative painting and depictions of the wide-open southwestern
landscape. The narrative images, which can be grouped under the thematic title “The Walking
Woman,” depict a female figure wearing the Hispanic rebozo (a shawl draped over the
shoulders) who advances or pauses, often alone, in a desolate New Mexico terrain (Figures 6876).199 The first of her paintings to depict a living, human figure (as opposed to an angel or a
saint), they were directly inspired by “The Walking Woman,” a short story by the feminist author
Mary Austin, which was initially published in the August 1907 issue of the Atlantic Monthly. 200
Concurrently, James executed a number of works that combine still life and landscape
(Figures 80-83): objects uncannily enlarged to human scale, set in the foreground plain against a
distant vista. Though they are nature’s artworks, like shells and trees, their pristine, sharp edges
and hard surfaces take on an otherworldly presence, indifferent to human time and frailty. The
medium of reverse painting on glass endows both of these later series with specific stylistic
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effects: the smoothness of the surface and crisp contours accentuate starkness in the silhouetted
forms—be they figures, barren trees, or humble abodes. The glass medium enhances James’s
preternaturally still and silent domains by effacing surface traces of the individual brushstrokes.
They also reveal a subtle new influence on James’s art, which she transposed into her distinctly
personal evocation of place, female strength and independence. They realize her longstanding
assimilation of folk art genres and mediums, but now imbued with the qualities of contemporary
Magic Realism.
James completed most of her “Walking Woman” paintings between 1946 and 1953,
although her treatment of the theme may date from as early as 1939.201 They number around nine
in total. Although the titles variously describe the figure as “walking,” “waiting,” “watching,”
“mourning,” “devout” or in “despair,” the woman finds her place standing within the burial
grounds of a camposanto or traversing the open, bleak terrain. With one exception where her
face is revealed in (Mourning Woman (Edge of the Campo Santo) (Figure 74), James renders the
woman a dark silhouette seen from the back or side view. At times she is viewed at a great
distance, dwarfed by the vast expanse of a forbidding nature (Figures 68-71, 75). At others,
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James places her in the foreground or proximate middle ground, and, as a result, we project to
share her point of view—and by extension, her worldview (Figures 72-74).
In turning to narrative landscape scenes, James embraced new challenges of spatial
organization. In place of magnifying single objects in a shallow space with a closed-off
background plane, she had to arrange various, if solitary, motifs in a vast open space—trees,
scrub patches and human-made structures. Nevertheless, her style remained true to her ideals of
simplicity and sincerity. She continued to work in the self-taught manner of colonial-era East
Coast limners and folk artists by rendering miniature motifs few and far between, brought
together only in a piecemeal composition and modified bird’s eye view. One is reminded of
examples such as The Residence of General Washington, Mount Vernon, Virginia (1842) (Figure
84) by Susan Whitcomb. Holger Cahill included this work in his 1932 Museum of Modern Art
exhibition, American Folk Art: The Art of the Common Man in America, 1750-1900. Another
example in Cahill’s show, an anonymous oil on cardboard titled Hudson River Scene (c. 1870)
(Figure 85), compresses flattened figures, oversized trees, a riverboat, a small town and
mountains in a view void of credible spatial recession and diminution of scale. James would have
been familiar with works of this type, even as her “Walking Woman” series eschewed such
crowded compositions and pictured an entirely different regional locale.
Suzan Campbell first established the connection between Austin’s story and James’s
painted narrative.202 The artist met Austin at least once. During her 1929 stay in Taos at Mabel
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Dodge Luhan’s, James wrote to Strand that she believed Austin to be “a hard-boiled gal.”203
Austin collected Spanish southwestern folk art and wrote about the Hispano and Pueblo cultures.
Lois Rudnick writes that Austin believed “the myths and symbols of long-established, non-elitist
folk cultures were necessary to the creation of a vital national art and literature.”204 Austin
thought folk art was essential in eliminating “the distinctions between so-called ‘high’ and
popular culture” since it was “by its nature non-elitist and accessible to large numbers of
Americans in ways that the modernist works promoted by the Eastern critical establishment were
not.”205
A prominent novelist and essayist, Mary Austin was born in 1868 in Carlinville, Illinois.
In 1888, Austin moved west with her family to Bakersville, California, in the San Joaquin Valley
near the Mojave Desert. Austin spent these formative years immersed in studying the desert
landscape, wildlife, and local legends; she credited this period in her life as being the central
inspiration for “The Walking Woman.” In 1891, she married her Bakersfield neighbor and
amateur vineyardist Stafford Wallace Austin. Following the birth of a disabled daughter and
multiple separations, the Austins divorced in 1907.206
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In 1906, Austin relocated permanently to Carmel, California, where she wrote “The
Walking Woman,” one of several pieces included in her Stories from the Countries of Lost
Borders. An avowed suffragist, Austin spent her adult years associating with like-minded
bohemians and intellectuals. She spent considerable time in New York in the 1910s and 1920s
and traveled abroad to Italy and England. In New York, Austin met Mabel Dodge Luhan, whom
she later visited on multiple occasions in Taos. In 1924, Austin re-located permanently to Santa
Fe, New Mexico, and lived in Casa Querido, the “beloved house.” She spent her later years
supporting the Indian Arts Fund, a group that promoted Pueblo arts and culture in New Mexico.
Following a series of health setbacks, Austin died in 1934. Her ashes were placed in cement near
the top of Mount Picacho, bordering the Sangre de Cristo Mountains, viewable from Casa
Querido. 207
Written in the first-person point of view, Austin tells the story of setting out to find the
woman whom society calls the “Walking Woman:” a journey within a journey. It is a metanarrative of female travails and self-discovery. The Walking Woman, the narrator recounts,
“came and went about our western world on no discoverable errand.” She carries a black bag and
blanket tied, with contradicting reports of her nature. “She had a twist to her face, some said; a
hitch to one shoulder; they averred she limped as she walked. But by the distance she covered
she should have been straight and young. As to sanity, equal incertitude. On the mere evidence
of her way of life she was cracked; not quite broken, but unserviceable. Yet in her talk there was
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both wisdom and information, and the word she brought to the trails and water-holes was as
reliable as an Indian’s.” When the narrator finds the Walking Woman, she nostalgically speaks
of her time with a former lover with whom she tended sheep and conceived a baby boy, who
then passed away for reasons unknown. The itinerant woman then leaves “as outliers do, without
a hope expressed of another meeting and no word of goodbye.” Despite the dangers of the desert
where women were outnumbered fifteen to one, “she passed unarmed and unoffended.” Walking
in the open, she was “sobered and healed at last by the large soundness of nature.” In a spirit of
solitude and forbearance, the protagonist “had walked off all society-made values, and, knowing
the best when it came to her, was able to take it.” Austin concludes the parable with the
observation: “To work and to love and to bear children. That sounds easy enough. But the way
we live establishes so many things of much more importance.”208 Austin’s story is ultimately one
of feminist independence. The Walking Woman works side by side with her lover, as an equal.
And she walks throughout the desert, without a lover or child, utterly free of societal perceptions
of women.
For the first time in her practice, James engages in storytelling and explores themes of
isolation and melancholy. Viewed as a series, a specific sequence emerges. In Walking Woman,
Taos (Spring in New Mexico), Waiting Woman, and Devout Woman (Figures 68, 71, 75), a
central figure travels to or from an adobe structure. In Walking Woman Taos (Spring in New
Mexico), her figure sojourns along a long and looming dirt road. Surrounded by towering snowcapped mountains and lifeless shrubbery, the barren and desolate desert contains one solitary
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house in the distance—a possible sign of life. The same structure appears again in Waiting
Woman; however, our protagonist is not alone as a sombrero-clad male figure greets her at right.
Paul Strand’s continued influence is seen in Devout Woman, which James’s writings confirm
feature the same adobe church in Tesuque he photographed in the 1930s (Figure 102).209 Another
minute structure, possibly adobe, can be seen in Mourning Woman in the Campo Santo (Figure
69). In the composition, James’s cloaked figure stands upright and motionless, facing a sole
white cross. James encloses her figure within a cerquita, trapping her within the solemn
graveyard—a motif she echoes in the enclosed hay at upper left. A petite house and leafless tree
sit just outside her limits, once again symbols of life and freedom.
As seen in titles such as Despair (Figure 70), James strikes a somber and desolate
mood—a far step from the bright and mannered still lifes in her earlier years. Known only by
reproduction, James’s figure hunches over as if in mourning. She walks utterly alone in a dreary
landscape, imprisoned within two dilapidated fences. The painting's indicative title and figure’s
posturing begs the question: what is the root of such sadness? With few clues provided, James
leaves the question open to viewer interpretation. Not naturalistic yet not surrealist, James
repeatedly employs miniature forms in isolation with smooth surfaces that convey an abnormal
sense of time and space. Her dwarven figures bear a resemblance to the mysterious cloaked
personage in the pre-war metaphysical painting of Giorgio de Chirico (in turn, indebted to a type
invented by the Swiss painter Arnold Böcklin, (Figures 77, 78)), though now a more distinctly
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sorrowful and feminine figure rooted in the New Mexican landscape.210 James had opportunities
to see De Chirico’s work in American publications such as The Dial in the 1920s.
In Mourning Woman (Edge of the Campo Santo) (Figure 74), James offers the only
known view of her female protagonist face forward. Eyes closed, her forlorn demeanor emanates
palpable grief for the departed. To the right, a sinuous and leafless tree snakes above the figure, a
motif also present in Watching Woman (Figure 73). Paralyzed in time, she stands among the
assorted crucifix-shaped grave markers—imagery, along with Watching Woman (A Woman in
Waiting) (Figure 72), invoking her earlier Edge of the Campo Santo (Figure 58). Such works
confirm James’s continued interest in the camposanto as a means to express “the illusive quality
these simple grave markers evoked.”211
By adapting Austin’s text, James identified with its feminist message that a woman must
make her own way in the world. Her figures pass “unharmed and unoffended” in the desert
landscape—solitary but at peace with the natural world, as inhospitable as it appears. Like the
scrubland, she adapts to harsh desert conditions; like the barren trees, she still stands. Moreover,
by rendering the woman, for the most part, small and inconsequential, she asserts the idea that
humans are but a small part of the land they occupy and not the center of it, a belief that Austin
also held. The latter also aimed to create “a myth of the Southwest that revised traditional Anglo
male perceptions of the West.”212 This philosophy challenges the nineteenth-century dogma of
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manifest destiny—an attitude that viewed the American West as conquerable without regard to
the land or its existing inhabitants. James’s “Walking Woman” series actively participates in this
feminist cultural project—one that replaced her father figure, Nate Salsbury, with the sister
figure of Austin. She identifies the West not as a wild frontier to be conquered but a wilderness
to be traversed and absorbed into the soul, one that dominates rather than being dominated by
humankind.
In her introduction for the 1966 exhibition of her personal art collection, now at the New
Mexico Museum of Art, James characterized members of the Stieglitz circle, such as Dove,
Hartley, and O’Keeffe, as “American artists affirming the American land and its people.”213 She
would have included herself in this assessment as the frequent appearance of the place name
“Taos” in her titles confirm. In particular, James wrote about the “Walking Woman” series in
this context of a sense of place and possibly revealed the original inspiration for Waiting Woman
(Figure 71): “In Taos, New Mexico, where I live, the native people accept what the desert, the
mountains and the land impose. The older women stand quietly watching or waiting, shrouded in
their black rebozos, for something that may or may not happen—small, quiet, devout figures in a
lower landscape of smiting beauty. A man comes over a hill to join his waiting wife…New
Mexico imposes itself upon its people and they impose themselves on me.”214 She went to cite
the landscapes of John Constable and his own evocation of the inspirational familiarity of daily
lived experience in nature:
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Constable, in writing of the Stour, which he loved best of all places said, ‘The Sound of
water escaping from mill-dams, willows, old rotten planks, slimy posts and brickwork—I
love such things. These scenes have made me a painter and I am grateful.’/Paraphrasing
this in relation to myself I would say ‘A walking woman, a waiting woman, a watching
woman, a mourning woman, a devout woman, adobe houses, old dry wood, field so
alfalfa, sagebrush and corn, churches and ecclesiastical symbols—I love these things.
They have made me paint New Mexico and I am grateful.215
While working on her “Walking Woman” paintings, James simultaneously created figureless and
meticulously executed landscapes loosely inspired by the Taos region. Known works include
Fire and Air (c. 1950), Earth and Water (1950), Winter in Taos (1948), and The Quick and the
Dead (c. 1949) (Figures 80-83).216 Notably, unlike her earlier paintings, James does not confirm
a location in the title of most of these works, instead opting for broader titles universal in nature.
Given their titles and matching size, Fire and Air and Earth and Water are likely pendants.
According to Carolyn Burke, Winter in Taos is one of a series of works James painted featuring
seasons, which also include Summer in Taos and Autumn in Taos, both unlocated today.217
Known only by black and white reproduction, The Quick and the Dead features a sprawling
yucca plant next to a dying tree, which James herself characterized as the inspiration for the
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titling.218 In 1954, James laid bare the allusions of the biblical source: “a tree is dying next to a
dazzling white yucca plant growing with health and strength in the sun—the quick and the
dead—symbols of what happens eventually to all of us.”219
In the pendants Fire and Air, Earth and Water and the related Winter in Taos, James
paints a single oversize object in the front plane, close to the viewer. The earlier Mountain Lion’s
Tooth and Magnolia Bud (c. 1933) (Figure 37) confirms James’s established interest in the
magnified object. In Earth and Water, a colossal white shell sits on a sandy strip with clumps of
grasses, curved bulrushes and a mighty, dead tree—its bark and body twisted and turned. A
reddish patch of desert terrain and isolated outcrop of mountains appear beyond. James built up
the bold compositions in bands of bright colors that insist on the flatness of the picture surface
yet allow for the perception of planar recession. In Fire and Air, an enlarged bird soars fearlessly
towards black clouds which envelop all but a fragment of the moon. A low and consistent
backdrop of mountains borders a blue-gray foreground, which occupies just a sliver of the base
of the composition. Unlike the multicolored palette of Earth and Water, the tonality of Fire and
Air is a restricted blend of blacks, blues, grays, and whites – a complexion that James favored to
endow her work with a sense of luminosity and transcendence. In Winter in Taos, a brown
bear’s tooth commands the composition, miniaturizing the tree and mountains in comparison.
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She adorns the icy desert vista with chilling tones of blues and whites, punctured by silver hues
and the deep brown of the thorny tree.
By deliberately contrasting objects of jarringly different scales, James continued her
dialogue with the self-taught painters who never learned the illusionistic “tricks” of perspective
and volume defining, tonal modeling. Yet, the stark juxtaposition of the near and far and almost
hallucinatory presence of the oversized motifs in the foreground, such as the shell and bear’s
tooth, offer evidence that James was attentive to Magic Realism—a stylistic prevalent among
many artists between the wars.220 Dorothy Miller, Alfred Barr Jr. and Lincoln Kirstein devoted a
show to the phenomenon at the Museum of Modern Art in 1943. Barr defined Magic Realism
as “the work of painters who by means of an exact realistic technique try to make plausible and
convincing their improbably, dreamlike, or fantastic visions,” words that apply to Fire and Air,
Earth and Water and Winter in Taos.221 James entitled two unidentified works Imagined
Landscape, but never used the term “Magic Realism when writing about her own work, though
she did consider herself a realist and not a surrealist or abstract artist.”222
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Evidence for seeing an affinity between these later reverse paintings on glass and Magic
Realism emerged when James exhibited at New York’s prestigious Martha Jackson Gallery in
1954. The exhibition was her final solo show solely featuring her reverse paintings on glass.223
Martha Jackson was a prominent gallerist who established herself as a beacon of contemporary
art in the 1950s; she was the first to give solo shows in New York to prominent artists such as
Jim Dine, Sam Francis, Adolph Gottlieb, Karel Appel, and Christo. Importantly, Jackson was an
early supporter of female artists, becoming one of the first dealers to exhibit the work of Louise
Nevelson and Grace Hartigan.224 As part of her substantial promotion of women artists, Jackson
managed to sell nine paintings out of James's thirty-five exhibited.225 In the press release for the
show, Jackson emphasized her unique medium, connection to self-taught artists and the
“strangely evocative mood” that she created in viewers:
Mrs. James is a unique figure in contemporary art . . .her work suggests the French
primitives Rousseau and Beauchant, her medium, oil paint on glass, immediately sets her
apart from the usual approach…She has continued to perfect her extraordinary and
difficult technique and has attained a command of mood and a range of presentation
which is masterful. Each picture is a new experience for the observer…In both flower
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paintings and landscapes she is able to create a strangely evocative mood in the beholder.
The landscapes particularly have a haunting and poetic quality.226
The anonymous reviewer for The New York Times recounted the sense of subtle unease and the
uncanny typical of Magic Realism: “Their mood is low in key; the note they strike is a grave and
anxious one and there are hints of menace in the lowering skies and in the solitary black-clad
figures who move through the landscape with such a stricken Martha Graham air.”227 A
prominent modern dancer and choreographer, Martha Graham pioneered new dance techniques
based on expressing inner emotions. James’s letters do not mention Graham or her practice, but
the two share a mutual interest in American folk art as a way of mining a usable past. Graham’s
most celebrated ballet Appalachian Spring (1944), tells the story of a pioneer couple on their
wedding day. Modern sculptor Isamu Noguchi famously coordinated the austere set design
inspired by nineteenth-century Shaker furniture—an aesthetic which favored clean lines and
simple design (Figure 79). Noguchi wrote of the set: “It is empty but full at the same time. It is
like Shaker furniture.”228
James’s landscapes merit comparison to Hartley and O’Keeffe’s Taos imagery. By
contrast to the former’s animated expressionistic forms and paint handling, James’s vision of the
local sky and mountains in Earth and Water (Figure 81) remains implacable and still. Measuring
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30 by 40 inches, Hartley’s New Mexico Recollection #12 (Figure 87) uses broad, expressive
brushstrokes to render an undulating composition of burgundy-reds, blacks, and whites. Hartley
painted New Mexico Recollection #12 from his Berlin studio and aptly titled his work to evoke
the memory of his time in the region. The result is a hazy and dreamlike, but not fantastical,
composition.
James’s enlarged still lifes are likely influenced by O’Keeffe’s work in the same style.
O’Keeffe’s Ram’s Head, White Hollyhock-Hills (Figure 86) also positions an amplified object
within a southwestern landscape—a recurring motif for her. Whereas O’Keeffe’s animal skull
hovers in the air in a fantasy vision close to surrealism, James’s nature relics—the sharp bear’s
tooth, the gleaming shell and dead wood of the barren trees, are literally grounded, of this world,
depicted in a heightened, poetic reality (Figures 81-83). Arguably, James’s refusal to distort
nature or move into the realm of fantasy projected a more authentic sense of place; indeed, the
narrative “Walking Woman” series, which hews closely to Austin’s story, is a homage to the
Southwest.
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CHAPTER FOUR: JAMES AND THE COLCHA STICH, 1940-60

In the late 1930s-early 1940s, Rebecca Salsbury James adopted a new medium
concurrent with her reverse paintings on glass: a wool thread embroidery known as the “colcha
stitch.” She first learned of this regional textile tradition, which originated in the Spanish
Colonial period, while taking Spanish lessons from her Taos neighbor, Jesusita Perrault.229 In an
article for Women’s Day Magazine, James recounted her epiphany-like experience:
At the end of one of these lessons she [Jesusita] showed me an embroidery she was
making with the colcha stitch, massed bright flowers on white satin, ‘This’ I thought with
excitement, ‘This is for me. Here are form, color, skill. Just as in painting but it is
different, not paint, not brushes, not glass. Instead, a piece of fabric, needle and thread, to
make something’…I was determined with myself. I began finally to understand it better
and to practice more…I was on my way. On my way to where? To what? As in any high
adventure, the end, or the where, was shrouded.230
James went on to produce some 200 colcha embroideries. Her works included images and
compositions that crossed over into her reverse paintings on glass: a lone cross, the camposanto,
and the female figure in the Taos landscape (Figures 91, 93-95). Others emulate the Christ Child
and Marian iconography of Spanish Catholicism—a variant from the repetitive and nonfigurative patterns in historical colchas (Figures 89-90, 92). As with reverse painting on glass,
what undoubtedly appealed to James was the colcha stitch's association with craft, the home, and
female creativity. It also represented a new challenge for her artistically, requiring a different set
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of skills and approaches to applying form, color and line. But unlike reverse painting on glass
with its New England connotations, the colcha stitch represented an art rooted in New Mexico
and steeped in its Spanish Colonial history, religion, and customs. Indeed, James became a
central figure in the revival, and revaluation, of the colcha stitch in the mid-twentieth century.
“Colcha” translates as bedspread or coverlet.231 There are several types of colcha
embroidery: wool-on-wool, wool-on-cotton, and twentieth-century variants made with more
commercially available wool and yarn. All types work in a self-couching stitch, wherein shorter
stitches anchor a longer one to the ground cloth. The oldest method, wool-on-wool, dates to the
eighteenth century and was introduced into present-day New Mexico by Spanish colonizers.
Churro sheep often provided the wool, brought to the region by the original missionaries and
settlers. A hearty breed, the churro was suitable for farming of the agricultural and pastoral
society that survived for centuries and is still used by colcheras (colcha practitioners) today.232
The ground fabric for the wool-on wool technique, known as sabanilla, was also local—
handspun with a thick and silky yarn. The stitching yarn was tinted with dyes made from
indigenous plants of northern New Mexico, such as indigo, cochineal, and logwood. The earliest
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uses of wool-on-wool colcha were functional: bed coverings, carpets, as well as church wall
hangings and altar cloths. Thus, the colcha embroidery was seen to embody the ingenuity and
resourcefulness of settler women and a combination of beauty and practicality. As Suzanne
MacAulay recounts:
From 1750 to approximately 1850, the emergence of Rio Grande colcha embroidery as a
‘naturalized’ art form not only depended on the remote location of its New World
birthplace coupled with waning Spanish Mexican influence, but was also the result of an
internal, native artistic stimulation and cultural reciprocity. Colchas as emblems of a
regional culture evolved out of a type of localized artistic interdependence that arose
from the basic ordeal of frontier experience.233
Wool-on-wool colcha embroidery favored vines, leaves and other curvilinear floral designs
(Figure 96); the stylization traces its origins back to the Iberian patterns, including Moorishinspired arabesques as well as Spanish interpretation of chintz patterns from India. By the
nineteenth century, a tightly woven cotton ground came to replace the handspun and woven
sabanilla. Cotton had been a rare commodity in New Mexico until the area became a United
States territory in 1846. The wool-on-cotton stitch evolved from trade along the Santa Fe Trail,
as the markets were flooded with cotton and synthetic-died yarns. Designs for wool-on-cotton
stitches generally consist of an outer floral border with a central recurring motif such as animal
subjects (Figure 97).
As Anglo-Americans arrived in the nineteenth century, both the stitch's materials and
quality declined, and the practice began to die out by 1900. In the 1930s, The Federal Art Project
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helped spur a renewed interest in the colcha stitch in northern New Mexico. The movement was
mainly led by Hispano communities in the area, self-identifying descendants of the original
settlers in New Spain.234 In 1934, Regina Cata and María Teófila Ortiz de Luján formed the Arte
Antiguo social club in the nearby town of Española, New Mexico—a group pivotal to bringing
about the medium’s revival in the decade.235 Notably, James was the only non-Hispano member
in the group and completed an impressive 105 by 89-inch colcha bedspread for admittance.236
In her 1979 study, Spanish Textile Tradition of New Mexico and Colorado, author Nora
Fisher recognizes James’s influence in the critical mid-century revival of colcha embroidery. She
also credits James’s friend, Nellie Dunton, bolstering the revival.237 Dunton had lived in Taos
since 1914. Her husband, the artist William Herbert Dunton, was a founding member of the Taos
Society of Artists—a group that used Impressionist techniques to render illustrative paintings of
the Taos Region, Native Americans, and cowboys. Along with Jesusita Perrault, James equally
credits Dunton for bringing about her love of colcha. Dunton copied in watercolor designs she
took from historical colchas of church altars and bedspreads, which she then published in forty
plates in The Spanish Colonial Ornament and Motifs Depicted in the Textiles of the Period of the
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American Southwest in 1935. Ina Sizer Cassidy notes, “Mrs. Dunton’s book of designs of this
period, is the only record left as witness to the great variety of designs used, other than the
relatively few old colchas to be found in museums.”238 Dunton eventually gave these
watercolors, presumably the same published in 1935, to James.239
Colchas earliest function, Fisher writes, “was a household art. These embroideries were
made in the homes by women, perhaps by leisured women who were wealthy enough to be freed
from the tasks of carding and spinning so could lavish time on making purely decorative
things.”240 In her colcha stitches, James discerned a usable past that, like reverse painting on
glass, was proudly associated with the domestic sphere. In the case of the colcha stitch, however,
the medium of wool and the natural pigments were directly derived from the specific region. The
sense of place was stitched into its very fabric. However, it should also be underscored that both
James and Dunton were Anglos, appropriating a distinctly Hispano-identified, collective art,
which they viewed as part of a broader, if regional, American folk art tradition.
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In an article for Women’s Day magazine, James declared her admiration for
contemporary practitioners of colcha: “The needlewomen of today, with an abundance of
disparate and fascinating materials, a rich variety of threads and many different sizes and kinds
of needles can go far beyond the simple, primitive embroideries of her pioneer stitching sisters of
the early Southwest.”241 The artist’s friends noted the feminine quality of her colcha stitches, for
example, Frieda Lawrence, who wrote that James’s colchas “have the feminine touch—truly
feminine art…You could feel how much of herself she had put into her work—so sensitive and
delicate, with so much skill.”242 Likewise, art critic Ina Sizer Cassidy claimed that her colcha
compositions were “a tribute to the creative talent of women of yesterday and today.”243
With only a few of James’s 200 colcha embroideries known today, analyzing her overall
output proves a challenge. Of the known works, we can group James’s colchas into two general
categories. The first is a single motif, often religious, surrounded by decorative patterns. (Figures
88-90, 92, 99). The second group more closely resembles James’s reverse paintings on glass and
blends her personal style with this craft tradition. Imagery includes figures from James’s
narrative “Walking Woman” paintings, crosses and camposantos (Figures 91, 93-95). Of the first
group, Two Birds (Figure 99) is the only secular motif, the rest featuring the Virgin Mary, The
Holy Child of the Atocha, and Agnus Dei. Depicting two polychrome birds facing each other
while surrounded by ornamentation, the embroidery almost certainly references “a corner of an
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old colcha from Chamita” seen in plate 22 of Dunton’s Spanish Colonial Ornament (Figure 100).
Never one to embellish, James frames her animals within a delicate and sparse arrangement of
curving floral patterns.
In Queen of Heaven, Agnus Dei, and her two colchas titled El Santo Niño de Atocha
(Figures 90, 92, 88, 89), James isolates a highly-discernible religious icon within lyrical
ornamentations of flowers and animals. Notably, traditional colcha stitches often did not feature
any centralized figure and instead had broader, repetitive patterns. (Figures 96, 97). In Queen of
Heaven, the Virgin Mary floats within a wreath of roses, hovering in front of a black cross. In El
Santo Niño de Atocha (Figure 88), James enlarges the icon enough to convey a coy smile.
Surrounded by colorful, geometric imagery, the figure floats within rhythmic decorations. Her
decision to magnify the figure invokes a level of intimacy with the object, not seen in another
depiction of the image (Figure 89). Contrarily, the figure is encased within many frames of
adornments—its face and expressions set further back and thus less visible. Agnus Dei (Figure
92) is the smallest of this group, measuring only 7 ½ by 10 ½ inches, and features a wooly lamb
within a rose colored circular mass surrounded by angels and doves.
In both El Campo Santo (Figure 91) and Untitled (Figure 95), James returns to the
camposanto— one of her favorite motifs in reverse paintings on glass (Figures 58, 69, 72, 74). In
Campo Santo, a sea of crosses stands in front of a piercing blue sky while resting on an earthly
and deserted southwestern terrain. The sky’s range of blues contrasts its piercing whites—a
noted departure from James’s darker, moodier hues in reverse painting on glass. Recalling her
use of tinwork frames in her reverse paintings on glass, James framed Untitled in an oldfashioned daguerreotype frame. As in works like The Four Seasons in Taos: Autumn (Figure 93),
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the colcha stitch's tactility allows for a textural quality that James had yet to explore in reverse
painting on glass. Since James liked glass because of its texture-less nature, one might posit that
she wanted to explore the extreme opposite in a medium where every artist's stitch is visible.244
In The Four Seasons in Taos Autumn, James renders a variety of imagery she embraced in her art
while using a traditional folk form and creating her own new shapes, patterns, and landscapes. A
cowboy figure approaches a Pueblo-style house set against a blazing blue sky with white clouds
in the composition. A rebozo-clad woman walks outside to the right of the house. A path veering
left leads to the black cross in the distance.
James exhibited her colchas to considerable local acclaim in the 1950s and early 1960s.
Three notable exhibitions include The Old Palace of the Governors of Santa Fe, 1952; The
Museum of International Folk Art, Santa Fe, 1963; and the Currier Museum in Manchester, New
Hampshire, 1964. In her 1952 exhibition, James indicated the many things one could do with
embroidery, exhibiting designs for skirts, clothing, and bedspreads. Alongside her colchas, she
exhibited Nellie Dunton’s watercolors of historical designs.245 A reporter from The New Mexican
observed James’s embroideries “are being viewed with unusual interest by Palace visitors as the
art of colcha embroidery is one rapidly become lost to New Mexico.”246 Another writer
confirmed that the show was “an unusual and unforgettable one,” which merited “more than just

“I like the lack of texture which is found in even the finest-grained canvas,” Rebecca Salsbury James letter to
Van Deren Coke, Taos, New Mexico, May 16, 1963, Box 1, Folder 2, RSJ/YCAL.
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a glance, because the handiwork is admirable and tells a story of diligent hands and an
expressive mind.”247 The critic Ina Sizer Cassidy argued that James’s embroidery “looks so
much like a painting in oil or watercolor,” and added: 248
To revive a craft long since discarded, all but forgotten, and to adopt a sixteenth century
[sic]craft to a twentieth century creative art expression, and to do this quietly without
fanfare or shouting from the housetops to attract attention is an accomplishment worthy
of note... Each stitch is so correctly placed in color, shade and direction that it is difficult
to believe that it is needlework and not painting 249
For her 1963 exhibition at the Museum of International Folk Art, James included the series of
The Seasons in Taos. Notably, she chose to install a grouping of four pairs, with each pair
composed of the same subject, but with one rendered in reverse painting on glass, the other in
colcha stitch. Additionally, the paired pictures were given the same title—Devout Woman,
Easter Panel, and El Campo Santo—except for the fourth pair—The Divine Hand and For a
Church.250 Of these pairs, we only have confirmed identifications for the Devout Woman
(Figures 75, 94).251 However, Easter Panel may well be the glass painting and colcha stitch that
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shares the imagery of the Agnus Dei (Figures 54, 92).252 In a review of the exhibition, one writer
commended the concept:
A few paintings on glass, also by the artist and of similar subjects, are included in the
show to point out how definitely different media govern the treatment of a subject. As
Mrs. James says, ‘you can not do the identical thing in paint and in stitches, because the
materials won’t let you.’ She emphasizes that her embroideries are ‘Not needle painting,
because they are not paintings, but something quite different.’ The embroideries
themselves make this statement clear.253
In a letter to Paul Strand, James specifically discussed the Devout Woman pair: “The latter
[reverse painting on glass] was done first, then the embroidery to show how different the results
with different media—impossible to ‘copy’ one medium with another—One pair is called
‘Devout Woman’—I used the little Tesuque church you photographed in both—.”254 One critic
noticed the freehand quality of her “delightfully intricate and detailed” stitches and declared they
should not be mistaken for commercially printed embroidery today.”255 James gladly reported to
O’Keeffe that she sold ten colcha stitches and one painting: “As you used to say about a show
when you sold something ‘I am not a failure’…. So, Hooray –for both of us!!”256

It is possible Figures 54 and 92 are related, though it seems, based on the Devout Woman pair, that James’s
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CONCLUSION
In 1952, James spoke at length about her practice with her friend—the Taos personality
Frieda Lawrence, married to the English writer D.H. Lawrence:
Talking about embroidery with you got me thinking about all the arts—the fine and
otherwise. In all of them the hard thing to do is to transcend the tools and technique. In
painting you have a damn little stick with some hairs bound to it, a blob of color on its
end, a blank surface to cover. In writing it is the a e i o w y’s and the twenty-four
consonants—all hackneyed little things, God knows, to combine in a new way. In music,
it is those black little notes, a pen or pencil, a staff, the clefs. In embroidery it is a stiff
little piece of shining steel and a skinny piece of thread. Certainly all small tools, but
what an enormous expression they can make if the eye is true, the hands diligent, the
mind disciplined, the spirit aware. Tools and technique alone are not enough. Out of their
use a third thing must emerge, another language.257
In her discussion of the specific “languages” through which one can express oneself via
mediums, James reveals the long-lasting influence of the circle of modernists around Alfred
Stieglitz. Moreover, as Campbell has explained, Alfred Stieglitz was a deep admirer of Wassily
Kandinsky and was aware of the latter’s embrace of folk embroidery designs in the early
1900s.258 James’s pursuit of folk art traditions, as well as her evocation of a sense of place, found
kinship in the works of Hartley, Demuth, O’Keeffe and Strand. As she wrote to Strand in 1940,
long after their marriage had ended, but their friendship continued, she was consistently

Rebecca Salsbury James quoted in Frieda Lawrence, “Becky’s Embroideries,” El Crepusculo, May 1, 1952,
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appreciative of the Stieglitz circle figures in her life: “I am glad I have worked—in the sense of
keeping faith with what you encouraged me to start so long ago.”259 Following Alfred Stieglitz’s
death in 1946, James wrote the following for his Memorial Portfolio:
I first knew Alfred Stieglitz in 1921—taken to him by Paul Strand straight from the gold
and brocade parlour in my home to a tiny storage room in the old Anderson Galleries.
The first time I heard him talk was at the Chinese Restaurant on Columbus Circle—he
talked from seven to midnight. After that first talk I went back to, and finally left, the
gold and brocade parlour, never again to be quite the same person. He was one of the rare
ones—he will never happen again.260
In 1951, when James exhibited a selection of her reverse paintings on glass at the California
Palace of the Legion of Honor in San Francisco and then the Santa Barbara Fine Arts Museums,
she sought to correct a review, which claimed that they were on public view for the first time.
She even went so far as to write O’Keeffe about the misunderstanding and transcribed the
correction she sent to the paper. It suggests that Stieglitz was the second important father figure
in her life, after Nate Salsbury:261
Lest those who read the article think that this is the very first showing I have ever had,
will you please say that Stieglitz gave me two one-man shows…I am particularly anxious
that Stieglitz be named, as his belief in me so long ago made me believe in myself and
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gave me the will to go on. It was a great thing for me as a beginner to have him show my
work—not once but twice.262
In 1964, after the closing of her show of embroideries at the Currier Museum, Rebecca Salsbury
James reflected positively on her artistic career. She wrote to Paul Strand, “My little pieces have
been put away, their work, for the moment, over—It’s been a fine adventure—.”263 James’s
artistic adventure brought her regional fame, but never national recognition—a fate of her own
determination. In the mid-1960s, she turned down several chances to show her work at
prominent institutions, which could have cemented her legacy earlier. In 1964, O’Keeffe came to
Taos from Abiquiú to try to convince her to exhibit at the Museum of Modern Art in New York
or Edith Halpert’s Downtown Gallery. She refused both requests. The Amon Carter Museum of
American Art in Fort Worth, Texas, also asked to exhibit her work. James hesitated, citing
concerns about the fragility of glass and contacting owners about lending their works.264
James’s letters also indicate that she did not see herself as an artist worthy of history
books. She wrote to O’Keeffe, “It’s hard for me to think of them as ‘important’—because they
were made with no intention of public showing—because I loved to make them, Bill loved them
and that was that.”265 In 1966, she discussed with Paul Strand the donation of her reverse
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painting on glass, Edge of the Campo Santo, to the Beinecke Library. Again, she was not
confident: “I am not sure I am ‘important’ enough to be at Yale with so many ‘greats.’”266
In the late 1960s, a group of graduate students from the University of New Mexico
interviewed James about the lives of the by-then famous figures of Paul Strand, John Marin,
Marsden Hartley, Cady Wells, and Georgia O’Keeffe. James’s candid reply is telling:
Each of these students, like yourself, wishes to know what I think the philosophic content
of their retrospective work is. My experience with every artist I have ever known is that
no one of them works with a pre-cerebro-pyschologico-philosophico-pyschico-concept in
mind. Artists put down what they do primarily because they must affirm the things they
care for most—people, landscape, seascape or still life—something they are moved by or
that ‘begs’ to be captured in permanent form. The ‘Thing’ before them gives off a quality
that finds an immediate and exact equivalent in themselves. Once in a while they will, in
a catalogue, express their particular mystique but it is usually the critic, not the artist, who
attempts to analyze, criticise [sic], formalize, anatomize. He tries to put down in written
form what the artist has already expressed in plastic form. He my [sic] be right or
wrong.267
For her part, James affirmed what she most cared to capture in her art: “A shell, a flower, a
landscape, existing in space impersonally and beautifully can do nothing other for themselves but
to be as they are and if what they are moves something in me then I am impelled to put that
‘areness’ into tangible form, pay homage to it by imprisoning it with paint on glass.”268 Rather
than dominate her motifs with her own personality, she sought a spiritual coexistence with
nature—a balance between tradition and modernity, the naïve and the sophisticated, homage and
originality. One returns to the formative influences of the two father figures in her life—Nate
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Salsbury and Alfred Stieglitz—what do we make of her deference to these dominating
personalities? Her art built on a modernism transplanted from Europe to America, and then from
the East Coast to a not-so-wild West. It sought to preserve the past and not merely “use” it.
Moreover, her appreciation of folk art traditions included an acknowledgment of the generations
of earlier, anonymous creators—mainly women. We may conclude, therefore, that despite her
modesty and refusal to seek public acclaim, as a male artist would do, she ultimately transformed
the lessons and legacies of Salsbury and Stieglitz into a consciously proud and feminist body of
work.
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Figure 99: Two Birds, circa 1963, colcha embroidery, 12 x 17 inches. Mrs. Thomas
Benrimo, by 1963. Reproduced in Museum of International Folk Art, The Colcha Stitch:
Embroideries by Rebecca James, 1963.
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Figure 100: Nellie Dunton, colcha design in watercolor. Reproduced in Nellie Dunton, The
Spanish Colonial Ornament and the Motifs Depicted in the Textiles of the Period of the
American Southwest, 1935
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Figure 101: Photographer unknown, Rebecca Salsbury James and her embroideries, during
the 1952 exhibition at the Old Palace of the Governors, Santa Fe. Reproduced Ina Sizer
Cassidy, “New Mexico Art and Artists of New Mexico,” New Mexico Magazine, July 1952,
33, clipping in RSJ/SRC.
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Figure 102: Paul Strand, Tesuque Church, New Mexico, 1930-31, 3 ½ x 4 ½ inches. Paul
Strand, Photographs of the American Southwest and Mexico. Yale Collection of American
Literature, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, New Haven, Connecticut.
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